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Abbreviations 

Physical variables and other abbreviations 

( )A  (difference in) absorbance  

A  area 

A(e-,E) (electron, energy) acceptor 

AFM atomic force microscope 

AM (1.5 G) air mass density (1.5 global) 

BHJ bulk hetero junction  

c concentration 

C  capacitance 

CE counter electrode 

CV cyclic voltammetry 

d dye-layer thickness 

D(e-or E) electron or energy donor 

DPV differential pulse voltammetry 

(s)DSC (solid-state) dye-sensitized solar cell 

E energy 

E0-0 electronic transition from ground-state to excited state 

EA electron affinity 

E(X)B (exciton) binding energy 

EC conduction band edge potential  

EF,redox redox Fermi energy 

qEF,(n or p) (quasi) Fermi level (of electrons or holes) 

EV valence band edge potential  

EQE external quantum efficiency 



 

ET energy transfer 

Fc ferrocene 

FF fill factor 

FTO fluorine doped tin oxide 

HOMO highest occupied molecular orbital 

HSC hybrid solar cell 

HTD hole transporting dye 

Io, IT, IR intensity of incident, transmitted and reflected light 

IP ionization potential 

ICT internal charge transfer 

ID injection dye 

IQE internal quantum efficiency 

J current density 

j0 dark saturation current density 

Jph photocurrent (density) 

JSC short-circuit current 

LXD (ED) exciton diffusion length 

LHE light harvesting efficiency 

LUMO lowest unoccupied molecular orbital 

NC conduction band density of states 

NHE normal hydrogen electrode 

OSC, OPV organic solar cell, organic photovoltaics 

Pin, Pspec irradiance, spectral irradiance 

PES photoelectron spectroscopy 

PIA photo-induced absorption  

PL photoluminescence 

R reflectance 

R(S or Sh) (series or shunt) resistance 

SEM scanning electron microscope 

t TiO2 layer thickness 



 

T transmission or temperature 

TAS transient absorption spectroscopy 

V voltage/potential 

Vfb flat band potential 

Va applied potential 

VOC open-circuit voltage 

WE working electrode 

 absorption coefficient 

 extinction coefficient 

r relative dielectric constant  

 wavelength 

 (charge carrier) mobility 

 frequency 

 (solar cell) power conversion efficiency 

CT charge transfer,  

CC charge collection efficiency 

XD exciton diffusion efficiency 

ET energy transfer efficiency 

(spec) (spectral) photon flux 

CS charge separation (efficiency) 

PL photoluminescence quantum yield 

 
 
Constants  

c = 2.998·108 ms-1 speed of light (in vacuum) 

e = 1.602·10-19 C elementary charge 

NA = 6.022·1023 mol-1 Avogadro’s constant 

h = 6.626·10-34 Js = 4.136·10-15 eVs Planck’s constant 

kB  = 1.381·10-23 Ws/K = 8.617·10-5 eV/K Boltzmann’s constant 

0 = 8.854·10-12 Fm-1 vacuum permittivity 



 

Chemical compounds (short names & chemical name) 

AcAc acetylacetone 

CBz chlorobenzene 

cDCA cheno-deoxycholic acid 

DCM dichloromethane a.k.a. methylene chloride 

EtOH ethanol 

Li-TFSI lithium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide 

MeCN acetonitrile 

MPN methoxypropionitrile 

NO2-bzac para-nitrobenzoic acid  

P3HT poly(3-hexyl-thiophene) 

PEDOT:PSS poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) poly(styrenesulfonate) 

PMMA poly(methyl methacrylate) 

spiro-MeOTAD 2,2’,7,7’-tetrakis(N,N-di-methoxyphenyl-amine)-9,9’-
spirobifluorene 

tBP 4-tertbutylpyridine 

TTIP Ti(IV)-tetraisopropoxylate 

D5L0A1 4-(diphenylamino)phenyl-cyanoacrylic acid (Figure  3.3) 

D5L0A3 4-(diphenylamino)phenyl-rhodanine-3-acetic acid (Figure  3.3) 

D9 5-(4-(Bis(4-methoxyphenylamino)styryl)thiophen-2-yl)-2-
cyanoacrylic Acid (Figure  3.3) 

SQ02 5-carboxy-2-[[3-[(2,3-dihydro-1,1-dimethyl-3-ethyl-1H-
benzo[e]indol-2-ylidene)methyl]-2-hydroxy-4-oxo-2-cyclobuten-
1-ylidene]methyl]-3,3-dimethyl-1-octyl-3H-indolium  
(Figure  3.4) 

SQ 5-carboxy-2-[[3’-[(5’’-ethyloxycarbonyl-3’,3-dibutyl-1’’-pentyl-
H-indol-2’’-ylidene) methyl]-2’-hydroxy-4’-oxo-2-cyclobuten-
1’-ylidene]methyl]-3,3-trimethyl-1-methyl-3H-indolium  
(Figure  3.4) 

TDCV-TPA tris[4-(dicyano-vinyl-2-thienyl)phenyl]amine (Figure  3.6) 

TP-TPA tris[4-(phenyl-thiophen-2-yl)phenyl]amine (Figure  3.6) 

TVT-TPA tris[4-(2-thienyl-vinyl-2-thienyl)phenyl]amine (Figure  3.6) 
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1 Photons 

1.1 The sun – our star 
The sun – the star at the center of our solar system - is the primary energy 
source for our planet. Since prehistoric times the significance of the sun for 
life on earth has been recognized. The energy radiated from the sun towards 
our planet supports life by driving photosynthesis as well as climate and 
weather phenomena.1 

Light has wave-like properties described by the wavelength  and fre-
quency . At the same time, light can be described as a stream of particles – 
photons.2 The energy E of a photon is given by Planck’s constant h multi-
plied by the frequency : 

1240
( )

( )

c h c
E h h E eV

e nm
  (1.1) 

Outside the earths atmosphere the irradiance Pin,
3 which is the power density 

of the incident sunlight, is 1353 W/m2. The spectral irradiance Pspec( ) out-
side the earth’s atmosphere is the AM0 spectrum shown in Figure  1.1 (right) 
which resembles the black body radiation at 6000 K.2 The Pspec( ) is related 
to Pin and the spectral photon flux spec( ) via:4 

( ) ( )in spec spec

h c
P P d d   (1.2) 

At sea level, the solar spectrum is decreased due to scattering and absorption 
in the earth’s atmosphere. Solar spectra depend on the air mass (AM) the 
solar radiation passes through which depends on the angle  between the 
incident solar radiation and the zenith at the point of measurement. The 
AM1.5 spectrum corresponds to an angle  of 48o and is a widely used stan-
dard spectrum for the characterization of solar cells. The characteristic 
fringes in the spectrum are due the absorption of radiation by carbon dioxide 
(CO2), water (H2O) and ozone (O3). According to equation (1.2), integration 
over Pspec gives Pin which is approximately 1000 W/m2 for the AM1.5 spec-
trum.  
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Figure  1.1.: (left) Illustration of the dependency of solar energy incident on 
planet earth. (right) Spectral irradiance Pspec in dependency of wavelength 

 and/or energy E for the black-body-radiation (dashed), AM0 (red) and 
AM1.5 (black) spectrum. 

Photosynthetic processes have taken place since 3 billion years on our 
planet. In photosynthesis light energy drives chemical reactions through 
which solar energy is converted and stored in chemical bonds.1 Some natural 
photosynthetic systems have developed light harvesting antennas to capture 
incident sunlight more efficiently and funnel the absorbed excitation energy 
to a reaction centre (RC in Figure 1.2).1, 5-7 There, the energy drives the 
photo-electrochemical reactions that convert water (H2O) and carbon-
dioxide (CO2) into oxygen (O2) and carbo-hydrates (Cm(H2O)n).

8 This is 
schematically shown in Figure  1.2 (left). After a plants life cycle and under 
certain conditions, botanical matter can be converted into fossil fuels.  
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Figure  1.2: Conceptual picture showing light harvesting and energy trans-
fer to a reaction center (RC) in photosynthetic systems (left) in comparison 
with the concept behind the solar cell devices investigated herein with a 
hole transporting dye (HTD) acting as antenna to an injection dye (ID) 
bound to TiO2 acting as electron acceptor (right). 
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The conversion of biological matter into fossil fuels is a process that takes 
millions of years. Power generation today is to 72%9 based on burning fossil 
fuels which can be considered to reverse the reactions taking place in photo-
synthesis, depicted in Figure  1.2 (left). The combustion of fossil fuels gener-
ates CO2 and consumes O2. The effect of the increased CO2 emission on the 
atmosphere and climate of our planet has received much media attention 
during recent years10 which has increased public awareness. Burning up the 
planets fossil fuel resources will reverse the effect that 3 billion years of 
photosynthesis had on the atmosphere of our planet.11  

Finding alternative ways of converting energy is therefore a necessity to 
secure the existence of our own species on this planet.12 Considering the 
constant flux of solar energy incident on the planet the direct conversion of 
sunlight into electricity is an appealing alternative. This is what solar cells 
do.  

1.2 Aim and outline of this thesis 
In this thesis solar cell devices that can be categorized as hybrid solar cells 
(HSC) have been investigated. Conceptually, these type of solar cell devices 
are related both to dye-sensitized solar cells (DSCs) and organic solar cells 
(OSCs). An introduction to solar cells and overview over different solar cell 
technologies is given in chapter  2.  

The device architectures investigated herein employ bulk dye layers for 
light harvesting mimicking the light harvesting antennas in photosynthetic 
systems (Figure 1.2). Light absorption (LHE) in bulk dye layers or organic 
semiconductors leads to the formation of excitons.13, 14 Excitons are bound 
electron-hole pairs that can migrate through the dye layer via exciton diffu-
sion ( XD) or energy transfer ( ET). These processes and their experimental 
investigation are discussed in chapter 3. The devices investigated herein are 
therefore referred to as excitonic dye solar cells (XDSCs).  

At interfaces excitons can become separated into free charge carriers: 
electrons and holes. Therefore, the bulk dye layer need to function as hole 
transporting medium (HTM) as well as light harvesting medium and will be 
referred to as hole-transporting dyes (HTDs). The physical prerequisites and 
experimental methods for the investigation of charge separation ( CT, GS) 
and transport ( CC) is the topic of chapter 4. 

The first 4 chapters provide background information and description of 
experimental techniques to characterize solar cell devices, light absorption, 
exciton diffusion, charge separation and transport in XDSCs.  
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Figure  1.3: Roadmap for the theory part of this thesis 

 
Two different device architectures of XDSCs have been investigated in the 
course of this thesis. 

In the first approach a hole transporting dye (HTD) was used as bulk-light 
harvesting material in conjunction with the inorganic wide-bandgap semi-
conductor titanium dioxide (TiO2), schematically depicted in  Figure 
 1.4. In these excitonic dye solar cells light is harvested in one dye component 
only. This device architecture will therefore be referred to as XDSC-1. The 
results for XDSC-1 are presented in papers I, III and IV and are summarized 
in chapter 5. 

In the second device architecture (Figure 1.5) two dyes are used: an inter-
facial dye (ID) bound chemically to the TiO2 surface and a HTD. Accord-
ingly, these types of devices will be referred to as XDSC-2 and are sche-
matically shown in Figure 1.5. The results on this system are summarized in 
chapter 6 and presented in the papers II and V. 
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 Figure  1.4: XDSC-1    Figure  1.5: XDSC-2 
 (chapter 5, papers I, III & IV)   (chapter 6, papers II & V) 
 

After concluding remarks in chapter 7 a section describing the materials 
preparation and instrumentation used in this work is given in chapter 8. 
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2 Solar cells 

2.1 Light absorption & charge separation 
Photovoltaic devices, or solar cells, convert sunlight into electricity. On a 
black-box level one can describe a solar cell as a device that absorbs sun 
light and converts the absorbed energy into electrical power (voltage x cur-
rent) between two contact points (Figure  2.1). 
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+ +
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+
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Figure  2.1: Black-box picture of the two processes occurring in photo-
voltaic devices: Light absorption & Charge separation.  

The fraction of light absorbed in the active components of a photovoltaic 
device is the light harvesting efficiency (LHE). When determining the LHE 
of a solar cell device the light reflected at the front-contact of the solar cell 
device (R) and absorbed by layers that do not contribute to the photocurrent 
should be accounted for.15 The processes occurring in the device that lead to 
the formation of separated charge carriers are summarized in the internal 
quantum efficiency (IQE a.k.a. APCE) of the solar cell device. The product 
of LHE and IQE is referred to as the external quantum efficiency (EQE a.k.a. 
IPCE). The EQE is the fraction of photons incident on the device that are 
converted into electrons flowing in an external electric circuit. Accounting 
for the reflectance of the front contact R, the EQE can be expressed as: 

( ) (1 ( )) ( ) ( , )EQE ,V R LHE IQE V   (2.1) 

The power conversion efficiency  of a solar cell device is defined as the 
maximum electric power output Pmax with respect to the power of the inci-
dent light Pin (1.2) which will be specified in equation (2.3). 
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Some historically important names and dates16-23 that lead to the develop-
ment of modern solar cells are summarized graphically in Figure  2.2.  
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Figure  2.2: “The dawn of photovoltaics”. Short summary of historically 
important names and dates in solar cell research and efficiencies of differ-
ent types of solar cell devices according to Greens efficiency table 
(ver39).24 

There are many different types of solar cell devices. These differ from each 
other in the materials used for light harvesting and the processes through 
which absorbed photons are converted into free electrons and holes. Current 
record efficiencies for a selection of different types of lab-scale solar cells 
are included in Figure  2.2.24 

Solar cells employing inorganic semiconductors for light harvesting can 
be categorized as inorganic solar cells (ISCs).25 Solar cells employing or-
ganic compounds for light harvesting are organic solar cells (OSCs) and dye-
sensitized solar cells (DSCs). The similarities and differences of ISCs, OSCs 
and DSCs are compared in Figure 2.3 and these types of technologies will be 
briefly introduced in the following sections. This overview does not reflect 
upon the technological importance of the respective device technology. Em-
phasis is placed on OSC and DSC as these technologies are relevant for the 
type of HSC-devices investigated herein. 
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2.1.1 Inorganic solar cells 
Silicon solar cells are sometimes referred to as 1st generation solar cells 
which reflects the technological importance of these devices. The impulse 
for the technological development was the breakthrough of a 6% efficient 
silicon p-n-junction reported by Chapin, Fuller and Pearson21 in 1954. Since 
then improvements in process technology has lead to device efficiencies of 
20%-25% in lab-scale devices.24 The absorption coefficient of silicon is rela-
tively low and a layer of 150 m of material is needed for sufficient light 
harvesting. This requires the manufacturing of high purity grade silicon 
which is costly and energy intensive. 

Also in 1954, Reynolds et al. reported a 6% efficient CdS solar cell.23 
CdS belongs to a group of solar cell technologies that are now classified as 
2nd generation solar cell. These are technologies that use inorganic semi-
conductors with higher absorption coefficients ( ) compared to silicon. 
Therfore, less material is required and these type of devices are referred to as 
thin film solar cells. This category includes amorphous Si, CdS, CdTe, Cu-
InSe2 (CIS), CuInGaSe2 (CIGS)26, 27and CuZnSnS/Se (CZTS).28 For these 
type of solar cells efficiencies approaching 20 % have been achieved in lab-
scale devices.24 

Both in silicon and thin-film inorganic solar cells charge separation is 
considered to be driven by an electric field established at the junction be-
tween the p-type and n-type inorganic semiconductors, sketched in Figure 
 2.3 (left).29 However, the action and importance of diffusion currents in in-
organic solar cells should not be neglected.11 
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Figure  2.3: Comparison of an inorganic solar cell (ISC), an organic solar 
cell (OSC) and a dye-sensitized solar cell (DSC). Adapted from ref.30 

2.1.2 Organic solar cells 
In the 1960’s the advances in silicon solar cells inspired research on devices 
utilizing organic dyes and pigments for solar energy harvesting31, 32 which 
are referred to as organic solar cells OSCs. In 1986, Tang18 reported an OSC 
comprising the junction of an n-type and a p-type organic semiconductor 
with a power conversion efficiency of 1% which is schematically shown in 
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Figure  2.3 (middle). Light harvested in the bulk of the organic semi-
conducting materials leads to the formation of Frenkel-type excitons which 
will be discussed in chapter 3. To separate these excitons into free electrons 
and holes (positive charge carriers) a thermodynamic offset at the junction 
between the n-type and p-type material is required. As excitons need to be 
transferred to the vicinity of an interface to become charge-separated, the 
exciton diffusion length LXD becomes a limiting factor to the device perform-
ance of OSCs. 

The need to overcome the exciton diffusion bottleneck led to the devel-
opment of bulk-heterojunction (BHJ) OSCs.19 In this approach the organic n- 
and p-type materials are deposited as a mixture and the device efficiency 
depends on the phase-separation and domain size formed after co-deposition 
of the two materials.  

A detailed description of the development and the mechanism of charge 
separation in OSC can be found elsewhere.30, 33-35 According to a press re-
lease by the company Mitsubishi Chemicals BHJ organic solar cells recently 
achieved power conversion efficiencies of 9.2%.36 Organic tandem cells 
using small-molecular organic materials have recently reached efficiencies 
of 8.3 %.37 

2.1.3 Dye-sensitized solar cells 
Dye-sensitized solar cells (DSCs) have their origin in the discovery by 
Moser in 188717 that dye-sensitization of halogenated silver plates leads to 
an increased photocurrent. However, it was not until the 1970’s that the un-
derlying mechanism for current generation in these type of devices was es-
tablished.38, 39 The field of DSC gained much interest when O’Regan and 
Grätzel published a power conversion efficiency of 7% for these devices.20 
The leap in efficiency came from the incorporation of meso-porous TiO2 as 
electrode material which challenged the paradigm of that time that a high 
interfacial surface area needs to be avoided in solar cell devices. 

In DSCs, light is harvested in a dye chemically bound to the surface of a 
meso-porous wide-bandgap semiconductor such as titanium dioxide (TiO2). 
Excited dye molecules inject electrons into the TiO2 conduction band, 
sketched in Figure  2.3 (right). Subsequently, the oxidized dye molecules 
need to be regenerated which is accomplished either by a liquid electrolyte20, 

40, 41 or a solid-state hole transporting material.42, 43 A thorough description of 
the conversion mechanism in and materials development for DSC can be 
found elsewhere.44-46 DSCs are an active research area with 2-3 articles pub-
lished every day.44 The recent record for DSCs is above 12%.47 
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2.2 Hybrid solar cells 
The type of solar cells investigated in this thesis can be classified as hybrid 
solar cells (HSCs). Conceptually, these devices are related to both OSC and 
DSC. The commercial potential of OSCs, DSCs and HSCs is in low-cost, 
light-weight and portable solar cells for consumer electronics. HSCs com-
bine inorganic and organic semi-conducting materials.48, 49 This definition 
encompasses a wide range of solar cell devices with varying material-
combinations and device architectures. A more detailed summary and review 
about different types of HSCs can be found in recent review articles48-53 and 
book chapters54, 55 and the literature cited therein.  

As the devices investigated herein are examples of HSCs using a wide-
bandgap semiconductor (TiO2), HSCs utilizing a small-bandgap inorganic 
component (e.g. Si,56 CdS,57 CdSe,58 CdTe,59 CuInS2,

60 PbSe,61) are not dis-
cussed in the context of this work. Wide-bandgap semiconductors such as 
TiO2 and ZnO only absorb solar radiation with wavelengths shorter than 
~400 nm. In these HSCs the inorganic component is involved in the interfa-
cial charge separation and charge transport but does not contribute signifi-
cantly to the light harvesting efficiency (LHE). Similar to OSCs, photons are 
often harvested in the bulk of an organic component leading to the formation 
of strongly-bound excitons13 which will be further discussed in chapter 3. 
Exciton separation into free charge carriers is the subject of chapter 4.  

2.2.1 Bilayer HSCs 
The simplest possible device architecture are bilayer HSCs (Figure  2.4, left). 
This geometry is very useful to investigate new material combinations and to 
determine parameters like the exciton diffusion length LXD

* (section  3.2.3, 
paper I & III) or the interfacial charge transfer efficiency (section  4.1, paper 
IV). Efficiencies for bilayer wide-bandgap metal oxide/organic semiconduc-
tor solar cell devices are typically in the order of 0.1-0.6%.6, 62-75 Reported 
HSCs often employ polymers as the organic compound but there are some 
examples for HSCs incorporating small molecular semiconductors such as 
merocyanines62, 63 or porphyrins6, 72, 73, 76. In this thesis work, bilayer devices 
using small-molecular triphenyl-amine based compounds in conjunction 
with TiO2 were investigated. The results on bilayer devices are presented in 
paper I and paper III. The hybrid solar cells comprising the small molecular 
semiconductor TDCV-TPA in conjunction with TiO2 investigated herein 
gave high conversion efficiencies compared to other devices of this architec-
ture (paper III). 

                                                 
* Within this thesis exciton diffusion processes will be indicated with X to distinguish from 
energy transfer process in general (ET). 
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Figure  2.4: Different device architectures of hybrid solar cells. Nanostruc-
tured HSC can be made following an infiltration or a blend-approach. 
Adapted from Bouclé et al.50 

2.2.2 Nanostructured HSCs 
To overcome exciton diffusion limitations nanostructures HSCs are being 
investigated. In principle, nanostructured HSCs can be categorized according 
to two different preparation approaches, illustrated in Figure  2.4.51 The or-
ganic material can be infiltrated into a nanostructured inorganic matrix (Fig-
ure 2.4, middle). This is a common approach for the preparation of e.g. 
solid-state DSC42, 77 and nanostructured HSC.78, 79 Alternatively, the organic 
and inorganic component can be co-deposited in a blend in analogy to the 
preparation of organic BHJ solar cells (Figure 2.4, right).80-84 Following the 
BHJ-approach, efficiencies over 2% have been achieved in ZnO/polymer 
BHJ devices.83For devices utilizing TiO2 the infiltration approach might be 
preferable as high processing temperatures are necessary to form an inter-
connected crystalline TiO2 network.85  

The charge separation efficiency in HSCs is determined by the energetic 
alignment and electronic coupling at the organic/inorganic hetero-interface. 
Often HSCs have lower conversion efficiencies compared to OSCs with 
similar device architecture. The charge separation efficiency at the hybrid 
interface can be affected by modifying the inorganic/organic interface.70, 86, 87  

In addition, the organic and inorganic phase need to form bi-continuous 
percolating pathways for charge transfer to the electron- and hole-selective 
contacts of the device.88 This motivates the preparation of ordered nanostruc-
tures to achieve efficient exciton harvesting and charge transport. Ordered 
nanostructures might possibly also aid the infiltration of the organic semi-
conductor into the inorganic network. Among the nanostructures investi-
gated for HSC applications are TiO2 nanotube arrays89 and ZnO nanorods.90 

Solid-state dye sensitized solar cells (sDSCs)42, 91 can be classified as 
nanostructured HSCs prepared using an infiltration approach.42, 49 Spiro-
MeOTAD is the most commonly used hole transporting material (HTM) 
since it was first introduced in DSCs in 1998 by Bach et al..42 Recently an 
efficiency of 7.2% for a sDSC has been reported by Burschka et al.92 who 
used a cobalt-complex as dopant for spiro-MeOTAD. As in liquid-DSC light 
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is harvested in a dye-monolayer chemisorbed to the meso-porous metal ox-
ide. Limited infiltration of the solid HTM into the porous metal oxide and a 
faster charge carrier recombination rate lead to efficiency-optimized sDSCs 
that only comprise a 2 m thick meso-porous TiO2 layer.93 The LHE of these 
devices is therefore below 100%.  

2.2.3 Hybrids among HSCs  
There are now more and more examples reported in literature that com-

bine aspects of different hybrid solar cells like e.g. utilizing a dye-sensitized 
meso-porous TiO2 in combination with a light-absorbing hole transporting 
medium such as poly-3-hexylthiophene (P3HT).78, 89, 94-101 Device efficien-
cies were found to be increased significantly by introducing additives like 
Li-TFSI and/or tBP.89, 96, 99, 101 These additives were found to influence the 
energetics at the hetero-interface which can increase the charge separation 
efficiency.101  

Potentially, both the dye at the interface, herein referred to as ID, and the 
light absorbing hole-transporting medium, herein referred to as HTD, can 
contribute to the photocurrent in these devices. Efficiencies above or close to 
3 % have been achieved using this type of device architecture for HSCs.96, 98-

100, 102 Employing an ID in a HSC device can enhance the interfacial proper-
ties at the organic/inorganic junction due to its amphiphilic properties. IDs 
could also act as electron acceptors (Ae-)†, prevent interfacial recombination 
and/or act as an energy acceptors (AE) for excitation energy absorbed by the 
HTD.97 The XDSC-2 devices investigated herein can be considered exam-
ples for this approach. 

An interesting approach to utilize the volume of the hole transporting ma-
terial for light harvesting is the utilization of energy-relay dyes: Fluoropho-
res are dissolved in the electrolyte102-104 of liquid DSC, dispersed in the solid 
state hole transporting medium,102, 105-107 or embedded in the metal oxide 
matrix.108 Absorbed excitation energy can be transferred to the ID via a För-
ster resonant energy transfer (FRET)109 which gives rise to a panchromatic 
spectral response of the device.110 

                                                 
† Within this summary electron acceptors and donors will be denoted as Ae-/De- while energy 
acceptors and donors will have a capital “E” as an indicator (AE/DE). 
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2.3 Solar cell device performance  

2.3.1 Current-voltage measurements 
Charge separation requires a built-in asymmetry in the solar cell devices that 
drives electrons and holes in opposite directions, schematically shown in 
Figure 2.1. In the dark, solar cells exhibit the characteristic current density – 
voltage (J-V) curve of a diode represented by the equivalent circuit shown in 
Figure  2.5. Solar cells can be described by the Shockley equation (2.2) which 
describes the current density J extracted from a solar cell as a function of 
applied potential Va: 

0
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( ) exp 1

1 / /
a s a

a ph
s sh B sh

V JR A V
J V J j

R R nk T e R A
   (2.2) 

where A  is the area of the devices and e, kB and T are the elementary 
charge, Boltzmann constant and temperature, respectively. The dark satura-
tion current density j0 is the leakage current through the diode in the absence 
of illumination. The ideality factor n is related to the type of recombination 
processes in the device. In organic and dye-sensitized solar cells n is thought 
to be related to both exciton and charge carrier recombination.30 The series 
resistance RS is determined by the conductivity of the materials comprising 
the junction an outer electric circuit and should be minimized. The shunt 
resistance RSh is associated with charge carrier recombination and should be 
maximized. The effect of RS and RSh on the J-V-curve is illustrated in Figure 
 2.5 (middle). Under illumination the whole J-V curve is shifted by the 
amount of photo-generated current density Jph, illustrated in Figure  2.5 
(right).  
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Figure  2.5 (left) Equivalent circuit representing solar cell diodes. (middle) 
Tafel-plot of a current density-voltage (J-V) curve in the dark and under il-
lumination illustrating: n, j0, RS and RSh. (right) (J-V) curve in the dark and 
under illumination illustrating the short circuit current JSC, open circuit 
voltage VOC, maximum power point Pmax. 
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Figure  2.6: (left) Tafel plot of dark current-voltage measurements on bi-
layer devices prepared with spray-pyrolyzed titanium dioxide layers of dif-
ferent thickness (indicated in figure) with and without TDCV-TPA. (right) 
Dark current exchange density in dependency of the number of spray cycles 
of the titanium dioxide blocking layers. 

Analysis of the dark J-V behavior of solar cells gives valuable information 
for the optimization of individual layers in the device architecture. In paper I 
(ESI) we investigated the dependency of the device performance (ESI) on 
the thickness of a spray-pyrolyzed TiO2 layer. Besides acting as electron 
accepting component at the inorganic/organic interface, the TiO2 layer also 
fulfills a crucial role in blocking recombination pathways to the conducting 
substrate. The j0 decreases and the RSh increases with the amount of spray 
cycles shown in Figure  2.6. 

The dye layer was found to additionally decrease j0 which shows that the 
organic semiconductor can act as an insulating layer between the electron 
and hole selective contact. This effect is also discussed in paper III where 
we discuss the differences in the electronic junction formed in bilayer solar 
cell devices employing TiO2 layers prepared by spray-pyrolysis and spin-
casting. 
 
The power conversion efficiency ( ), of a solar cell device is determined by 
measuring the J-V-curve of the device under illumination with a calibrated 
light source (AM 1.5, 1000 Wm-2) as shown Figure  2.5 (right). This allows 
the determination of the open circuit voltage (VOC) and short circuit current 
(JSC) from the intercept with x and y-axis, respectively. The maximum power 
output of the solar cell device Pmax is the maximum product of J and V. The 
ratio of Pmax over the power density Pin of the incident radiation is the  of 
the solar cell device: 

max SC OC

in in

P J V FF

P P
   (2.3) 

where FF is the fill factor which is a parameter describing the ratio between 
the maximum power point (Pmax) and the product of VOC and JSC. 
Disregarding the effect of RS and RSh, equation (2.2) can be solved analyti-
cally and the VOC can be estimated from the JSC and j0: 
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Equation (2.4) shows that the VOC  is a function of the ideality factor n. It is 
slightly ambiguous which processes determine n in OSC and DSC. We 
found an increase in n with increasing absorber layer thickness, presented in 
paper III.  

The maximum voltage of a single junction solar cell corresponds to the 
bandgap of the light harvesting material. However, the necessity of a ther-
modynamic driving force to achieve charge separation reduces the maximum 
voltage that can be generated from the solar cell device.35  

In OSC this is discussed in terms of the exciton binding energy EXB that 
needs to be overcome to generate separated charge carriers. EXB is usually 
considered to be in the order of 0.3 – 0.5 eV.30, 111 In DSC this corresponds to 
the driving forces necessary for electron injection Ginj and hole regenera-
tion Greg (DSC, Figure  2.3). A Ginj of > 0.1 eV is considered necessary to 
achieve a high charge injection efficiency. For DSC based on the iodide/tri-
iodide redox couple (Eredox = 0.35 V vs NHE) the Greg for the regeneration 
of the commonly used Ruthenium-sensitizers is about 0.5 – 0.6 eV.112 In 
total, the charge separation in DSC thus coarsely requires the reduction of 
the initial energy inherent in the excitons by about 0.8 eV.  

The maximum VOC in OSC and DSC corresponds to the quasi-Fermi lev-
els at the electron and hole selective contacts. In DSC this corresponds to the 
EF in TiO2 with respect to the oxidation potential of the redox electrolyte. In 
OSC the VOC is considered to be limited by the energy difference between 
the ionization potential (IP) of the donor and the electron affinity (EA) of the 
acceptor,30 sketched in Figure  2.3.  

2.3.2 Photocurrent density and external quantum efficiency  
As discussed in the beginning of this chapter, the external quantum effi-
ciency EQE of a solar cell device depends on the properties of the material 
used for light harvesting and is a wavelength dependent quantity.  

The current generated in a photovoltaic device (J) can be calculated by in-
tegrating the EQE with respect to the AM1.5 photon flux spectrum spec( ) 
as expressed in equation (2.5).30  

1 5

( ) ( ) ( )spec

AM .

J V EQE ,V e d   (2.5) 

As the EQE is commonly determined under short circuit conditions, the in-
tegrated EQE spectra should correspond to JSC. In Figure  2.7 the theoretical 
JSC calculated from (2.6) is shown assuming that all photons above the band-
gap energy Eg give rise to an EQE of 90%. 
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Solar cells utilizing a bulk organic absorber for light harvesting are limited 
by the spectral LHE of the material (section  3.1), by the exciton diffusion 
length LXD ( XD, section  3.2), the interfacial charge separation efficiency 
( CS, section  4.1) and the charge collection efficiency ( CC, section  4.2).  
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Figure  2.7: Spectral photon flux ( ) of the AM1.5 spectrum and short cir-
cuit current dependent on the band gap of the absorber Eg assuming an 
EQE of 90% for all absorbed photons > Eg. 

In paper I we derived an expression for the EQE of the XDSC-1 devices 
investigated herein that was slightly refined in paper IV by considering the 
regeneration efficiency of holes created at the interface that was referred to 
as the geminate separation efficiency ( GS):

54 

  XD CT GS CCEQE LHE    (2.6) 

As will be discussed in chapter 3, energy transfer processes in disordered 
organic materials are often assumed to occur via a hopping of excitons be-
tween adjacent molecules. This can be described by exciton diffusion which 
will be referred to as XD in this summary to distinguish this process from 
energy transfer processes in general, denoted with ET.  

 
As the XDSC-2 devices comprise both an interface dye (ID) and hole-
transporting dye (HTD), both dyes can contribute to the photocurrent. In 
paper II, we derived an expression for the overall EQE taking both contribu-
tions into account: 

 ( )ID ID HTD HTD ET IDEQE LHE IQE LHE IQE IQE  (2.7) 

In this system, the HTD can both inject directly into TiO2 transfer energy to 
the ID similar to the mechanism in DSCs comprising energy relay dyes.102, 

107, 113 For the latter, the EQEHTD depends on the IQEID. This is illustrated in 
Figure  2.8. If the spectral response from the ID and HTD are well separated 
the ratio between IQEHTD and IQEID indicates whether the EQE response of 
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the HTD can originate solely from an energy transfer mechanism or if direct 
injection must be considered. 

Insufficient regeneration of holes created at the organic/inorganic hetero-
interface can become apparent in low IQE values. In some cases, comparison 
with e.g. a different hole-regenerating medium can give an indication 
whether hole-regeneration is a limiting factor to the device performance. In 
paper II we therefore compared the performance of bilayer hybrid solar cell 
devices using both the hole-transporting dye TVT-TPA and spiro-
MeOTAD. 
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Figure  2.8: Charge separation in ID-HTD-devices. (left) After injection, the 
injection dye (ID) needs to become regenerated by the hole transporting dye 
(HTD). The HTD can either contribute by direct injection (middle) or en-
ergy transfer (right) to the EQE.  

It is useful to differentiate between the individual processes to identify the 
bottlenecks of solar energy conversion in the solar cell devices.  

In the following two chapters the processes of formation and transfer of 
excitons in the organic absorber (chapter 3) and interfacial dissociation of 
excitons into separated charge carriers (chapter 4) will be discussed.  
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3 Excitons 

3.1 Light harvesting 

3.1.1 Exciton formation 
The conversion of photon energy into electricity requires that the absorbed 
photon energy is intermittently retained in the absorbing material. This re-
quires materials which possess an occupied lower energy electronic level 
which is occupied and an unoccupied higher-energy level. To avoid that the 
absorbed energy is entirely converted into heat the energy levels should be 
separated by an energetic gap. In addition, the energetic difference between 
these energy levels should overlap with photon energies in the visible range 
of the electromagnetic spectrum shown in Figure  1.1. This prerequisite is 
fulfilled by semiconductors and dyes. There are a couple of similarities be-
tween inorganic semiconductors and dyes which are summarized in Figure 
 3.1 and Table 3.1.  

In this section the differences between light absorption in inorganic semi-
conductors and dyes are addressed. In DSC and HSC a mixed terminology 
for the description of energy levels is used as these device contain both or-
ganic and inorganic compounds. Absorbed photon energy larger than the 
bandgap (semiconductor) or E0-0 transition of the inorganic semiconductor or 
organic material is lost through thermalization and relaxation processes on 
the pico-second (10-12 s) time-scale. From the relaxed excited state excitons 
can decay back to the ground state through radiative (photoluminescence) or 
non-radiative processes (Figure  3.1) which occur on the nanosecond time-
scale (10-9 s) 

In insulators and semiconductors the quantum mechanical state compris-
ing an electron in a higher energy level and an electron vacancy – a hole - in 
a lower energy level is referred to as exciton.114 The electron and hole exert a 
coulomb force on each other, referred to as the exciton binding energy EXB. 

  
2

04XB Coulomb
r

e
E V

r
   (3.1) 

Excitons are considered to be quasi-particles with no net charge which thus 
transport energy without transporting net charge.115 The EXB depends on rela-
tive distance r between electron and hole and the relative dielectric constant 
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r of the material in which the exciton is formed. Inorganic semiconductors 
consist of a large number of atoms giving rise to energy bands comprising a 
manifold of electronic states leading to the delocalization of photo-generated 
electrons and holes. In addition, these materials have high r. Consequently 
the exciton binding energy in inorganic semiconductors is typically low 
(0.01 – 0.1 eV) and these types of excitons are referred to as Wannier-Mott 
excitons.116 The wide-bandgap semiconductor TiO2, used as inorganic com-
ponent in this work has an r or 48 (anatase) and absorbs light below ~400 
nm. This material is thus transparent for most of the light in the visible re-
gion. 

In organic semiconductors, insulators and dyes typically have low r and 
excitons are often localized on the same molecule or polymer chain segment. 
Due to the low r and small distance r, the EXB of excitons created in organic 
materials is typically in the order of 0.1 – 1 eV which are referred to as 
Frenkel excitons.117  
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Figure  3.1: Comparison of light absorption in inorganic semiconductors 
(left) and organic compounds such as dye molecules (right) 

Table 3.1: Analogies & differences between (inorganic) semiconductors and dyes 

 

 Molecules  Semiconductors 

lower energy state 
(occupied states) 

highest occupied molecular 
orbital (HOMO) 

valence band (vb) 

higher energy states 
(unoccupied states) 

lowest unoccupied molecular 
orbital (LUMO) 

conduction band (cb) 

Energy gap E0-0, Eg , Eopt Band gap, Eg 

Type of excitons  Frenkel excitons Wannier-Mott excitons  

Exciton binding energy EXB 1-0.1 eV 0.01 eV 
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3.1.2 Light absorption 
Sunlight is composed of electromagnetic radiation with different wavelength 
corresponding to a photon energy according to equation (1.1). In the UV and 
visible part of the spectrum (Figure  1.1) absorbed light can be converted into 
electronic transitions while in the IR, molecular vibration and rotations are 
excited. Electronic transitions lead to the formation of excitons. 

Absorption of light in matter follows Lambert-Beer’s law (equation 3.2) 
which describes the exponential decay of light with the initial intensity I0 in 
a material with the absorption coefficient ( ) as a function of the thickness 
d, sketched in Figure  3.2 (left). In chemistry, this law is usually expressed in 
its decadic form and as a function of the extinction coefficient ( ) of a spe-
cies in solution with the concentration c where dcuvette denotes the thickness 
of the cuvette the measurement is performed in.   

( ) ( )
0 0 10film cuvette

d cdI I e I    (3.2) 

In absorption spectroscopy, the transmittance T (=I/I0) of a sample is meas-
ured which is often expressed as the absorbance, defined as the decadic loga-
rithm of the transmittance T (=I/I0) (section  8.2.2).  

0 10
film

cuvette

dI
A lg c d

I ln
   (3.3) 

An important parameter for solar energy conversion, directly related to the 
absorbance is the light harvesting efficiency (LHE), also referred to as ab-
sorptance or number of absorbed photons given by: 

 1 1 10 1 10 1A cd dLHE T e   (3.4) 

The light harvesting efficiency describes the fraction of photons harvested as 
a function of wavelength (or energy).  
 
The absorption coefficient ( ) of a solid sample reflects on the probability 
for an electronic transition to occur at that particular wavelength in the mate-
rial. Practically, this is an important parameter as it allows e.g. the determi-
nation of the thickness of a light harvesting material, e.g. the dye layer 
thickness d, from the sample absorbance. This parameter is also needed to 
model the exciton diffusion length LXD.  

The precise determination of ( ) of the HTDs investigated herein was 
not trivial as this demands the precise measurement of the sample thickness 
on the nanometer height scale. In the course of this thesis work we tested 
different methods for the determination of the dye layer thickness d for the 
HTD TDCV-TPA. In paper I we estimated this parameter from the attenua-
tion of the titanium photoelectron spectroscopy signal, in paper III we em-
ployed DekTak profilometry and in paper IV we determined d by AFM pro-
filometry. The latter two methods gave comparable results. In Figure  3.2 the 
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absorption coefficient spectrum of the small molecular semiconductor 
TDCV-TPA (structure shown in Figure  3.6) is shown. The absorption coef-
ficients at absorption maximum ( ,max) determined by DekTak profilometry 
(section  8.2.1), were 3.2 107 m-1 for TDCV-TPA (paper III), 1.1 107 m-1 for 
TVT-TPA and 1.9 107 m-1 for TP-TPA (paper V). For comparison, the 

,max of P3HT is in the order of 1.7 107 m-1.118, 119 
A property directly related to  is the light penetration depth 1/  which is 

the thickness of the material where approximately 67% of the incident light 
has been absorbed. In dye molecules electronic transitions occur between 
discrete energy levels giving rise to an absorption spectrum with maxima 
and minima (Figure 3.2, right). 
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Figure  3.2: (left) Light absorption following Lambert Beer’s law in a sam-
ple with the absorption coefficient  in dependency of sample thickness d. 
(right) Wavelength & energy dependency of the absorption coefficient  
and light penetration depth 1/  in a solid film of the hole transporting dye 
TDCV-TPA (shown in Figure  3.6). 

Compared to inorganic semiconductors (e.g. silicon), organic semiconduc-
tors have large ( ). This means that less material is needed to achieve the 
same light harvesting efficiency. On the other hand, light absorption in or-
ganic compounds leads to the formation of Frenkel-type excitons which have 
a stronger binding energy and therefore need an energetic offset to become 
charge-separated. This will be discussed further in chapter 4.  

3.1.3 Injection dyes 
In dye sensitized solar cells, the dye chemisorbed to the surface of the wide-
bandgap semiconductor via a group that can establish a chemical bond to 
TiO2 which is referred to as an anchor group. Many different types and 
families of dyes for the sensitization of TiO2 have been investigated. Among 
those are a family of Ruthenium-bipyridyl metal-organic complexes, like N3 
120 and N719,121 that exhibit high power conversion efficiencies in DSCs. 
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As an alternative, organic sensitizers have been developed and investigated 
in DSC.122 44, 123 A successful design principle of organic sensitizers for DSC 
are the so-called donor-linker-acceptor dyes. Upon light absorption, the elec-
tron density is vectorially redistributed from the donor to the acceptor part of 
the molecule which is beneficial for charge separation in DSC.124-126  
 
Triphenylamines. Among the dyes investigated were a couple of triphenyl-
amine-based dyes, developed in the group of Licheng Sun for the sensitiza-
tion of TiO2 in DSC. In Figure  3.3:, the chemical structure of the dyes 
D5L0A1,125 D5L0A3,127 and D9128 are shown. D5L0A3 was the ID studied 
in the devices described in paper V.  
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Figure  3.3: Triphenyl-amine-based sensitizers investigated as injection dyes 
(IDs) in this thesis.  

Squaraines are an interesting family of sensitizers for DSC as they can be 
tuned to absorb in the red part of the electromagnetic spectrum. Highly effi-
cient squaraine-dyes have been developed for DSC.126, 129-131 Squaraines have 
also been used as small bandgap and small molecular semiconductors in 
OSC.132, 133  

In this work, the two squaraine compounds shown in Figure  3.4 have 
been employed as IDs. Due the characteristic spectrum and absorption in the 
red it was easy to distinguish the contribution of SQ to the EQE from the 
HTD-contribution (paper II). SQ utilized as HTD in bilayer HSC-devices 
comprising spray-pyrolyzed TiO2 gave conversion efficiency of 0.1%.134 

Squaraines have the tendency to form H-aggregates when adsorbed to the 
surface of meso-porous TiO2 electrodes.126 This is apparent in a band in the 
absorption spectrum around 600 nm which was observed both for SQ and 
the dye SQ02, shown in Figure  3.5 (left). The aggregates have a lower quan-
tum efficiency for electron injection into TiO2. To prevent aggregates co-
adsorbers such as cheno-deoxycholic acid (cDCA) are added in excess to the 
dye solution during sensitization.130 
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Figure  3.4: Squaraine sensitizers investigated as ID in this work 

In paper II, we discuss that the photoluminescence signal of SQ adsorbed to 
meso-porous ZrO2 depends on the degree of aggregation. The same effect 
was observed for SQ02 with different amounts of added co-adsorber cDCA. 
The band around 600 nm in Figure 3.5 (left) is associated with the formation 
of SQ02 H-aggregates. The photoluminescence, corrected for the difference 
in LHE increased by two orders of magnitude with increasing cDCA concen-
tration, shown in Figure  3.5 (right). This effect complicated the energy trans-
fer measurements from HTD to ID, discussed in paper II. 
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Figure  3.5: (left) Normalized absorption spectra of SQ02 adsorbed to ZrO2 
from 0.2 mM solution concentration with different added amounts of cDCA. 
(right) Photoluminescence spectra of the samples: A strong dependency of 
the photoluminescence on the degree of SQ02-aggregation was observed. 

3.1.4 Hole transporting dyes  
In this work, organic hole-transporting materials which could act as bulk 
absorbers in HSCs were investigated. We focused our search on small-
molecular compounds, like spiro-MeOTAD, as these materials would have 
to be infiltrated into the nano-porous metal oxide electrodes (Figure 2.4).  

We tested different types of small molecular compounds and dyes in this 
devices architecture134 and found a class of triphenylamine (TPA) based 
molecules that exhibited promising results in solar cell devices, shown in 
Figure 3.6. All these compounds have been previously investigated as small 
molecular semiconductors in opto-electronic devices.135-137 The TPA-unit is a 
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common functionality in hole transporting materials in opto-electronic de-
vices.43, 136, 138 The TPA centre introduces a certain 3D geometry that im-
pedes specific molecular organization. A long-range order in bulk light ab-
sorbing materials can result in anisotropic exciton and charge transport.136 
Albeit the disorder of TPA based materials, high hole-mobilities have been 
measured in some of these compounds.139  

The compounds TDCV-TPA and TVT-TPA were developed in the 
group of Roncali.135, 140 TDCV-TPA gave power conversion efficiency  of 
1.85 % in optimized organic bilayer solar cells using C60 as an acceptor.141 
Results on hybrid solar cell devices with this compound are presented in 
paper I, paper III and paper V. The dye TVT-TPA gave  = 0.41 % in a 
bulk heterojunction with PCBM.135 This compound was used in combination 
with the ID SQ (Figure  3.4) in paper II. The compound TP-TPA was devel-
oped in the group of Shirota137 for optoelectronic devices. This compound 
was used as HTD in combination with the ID D5L0A3 (Figure  3.3) in paper 
V.  
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Figure  3.6: Structure of the molecular semiconductors used as hole trans-
porting dyes in this work. 

When adsorbing molecules on a surface130, 142, 143 or depositing them as a 
solid film,5, 144, 145 the optical and electronic properties can change with re-
spect to the properties of molecules in solution due to a different chemical 
and physical environment in the solid film and specific intermolecular inter-
actions. The HTDs investigated herein exhibited and unspecific spectral 
broadening in solid state films compared to solution spectra as discussed in 
papers II, IV and V.  

3.2 Exciton diffusion and energy transfer 
Excitons generated in an organic absorber need to be transferred to an inter-
face with a suitable energetic offset to become separated into free charge 
carriers. Exciton transfer can occur via different types of energy transfer 
mechanisms.  
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3.2.1 Energy transfer mechanisms 
There are different mechanisms for the energy transfer (ET) between an ex-
cited molecule acting as energy donor (DE

*) and an energy acceptor (AE). DE 
and AE can either be molecules of the same or different compounds. 

The most commonly referred mechanisms are the Förster resonant energy 
transfer (FRET)146 and Dexter energy transfer (DET).147 FRET was derived 
for energy transfer between two point-dipoles often described as the ex-
change of a virtual photon (indicated with a double arrow connected by a 
spring in Figure  3.7). Depending on the spectral overlap between donor and 
acceptor (JDA) FRET can be efficient at distances < 10 nm. DET is described 
as a concurrent double electron exchange between the donor and acceptor 
HOMO and LUMO, respectively. This requires orbital overlap and is thus 
active between adjacent molecules. In samples with high optical density a 
third mechanism which involves emission and re-absorption of a photon is 
probable as well often referred to as “trivial” mechanism for energy transfer 
(TET). These mechanisms are schematically compared in Figure  3.7. 
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Figure  3.7: Comparison of different energy transfer (ET) mechanisms:                     
Förster resonant energy transfer (FRET), Dexter energy transfer (DET)                   
and  trivial mechanism (TET). 

While applicable in e.g. DSC comprising energy relay dyes102, 107, 148 the 
FRET mechanism is not necessarily valid to describe energy transfer in de-
vices comprising polymers and dye molecules in a condensed state. 100, 113, 146 
In aggregated dye and polymer layers intermolecular distances are small, 
molecular orbitals can overlap. In addition these samples often have high 
optical densities. Therefore, other ET processes like DET and TET cannot be 
neglected.  

Exciton motion through an aggregated molecular material can be de-
scribed via a (incoherent) hopping mechanism from molecule to molecule or 
by a coherent movement of a delocalized excitation through the material.149 
Strong intermolecular electronic coupling VDA and a long-range order in the 
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molecular material (crystallinity) promotes the delocalization of excited 
states over several molecular units. Exciton transport can in this case be very 
efficient with exciton diffusion length on the order of several 10s of nanome-
ters, which cannot be described by a Förster-type point-to-point energy 
transfer mechanism.5, 146 For distinction in this work, energy transfer proc-
esses in general are indicated with ET while exciton diffusion processes are 
indicated with XD.  

In aggregated molecular materials that exhibit disorder rather than long-
range order the electronic coupling VDA is considered to be low and energy 
transfer to occur from localized excitations on molecules in the vibrationally 
relaxed state via incoherent hopping to neighboring molecules, depicted in 
Figure  3.8. The hopping rate kXT of a localized excitation between accessible 
states can be described by:150, 151 
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Figure  3.8: Schematic picture of exciton diffusion in a molecular aggre-
gated system via a hopping mechanism.  

3.2.2 Spectral overlap & photoluminescence quantum yield  
Equations derived for energy transfer rate often contain a factor comprising 
the spectral overlap (integral) of the energy donor (DE) and acceptor (AE), 
like JDA in equation (3.5). In this case, the overlap integral is a function of 
the normalized emission factor FD(E) of an energy donor DE and the normal-
ized absorption factor AA(E) of an energy acceptor AE:151  

  ( ) ( )DA D AJ F E A E dE    (3.6) 

              
3 1

3 1

( ) ( )
with ( ) and ( )

( ) ( )
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For energy transfer processes between dye molecules of the same compound 
the spectral self-overlap integral should determine kXT. The spectral overlap 
is, however, very difficult to evaluate for a dye or organic semiconductor in 
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the solid state as the absorption and emission spectra are affected by the 
physical state of the material. We comment on the changes in the spectral 
properties of the compounds between the (solid) solution spectra and the 
solid films in paper II, paper IV and paper V. 

In Figure  3.9 the AA and FD for the dye TDCV-TPA measured in a 
PMMA matrix and of a solid film were evaluated according to equation 
(3.6). We find a progressive red-shift for the photoluminescence of TDCV-
TPA in PMMA with increasing molar concentration. The absorption spec-
trum was not affected and the absorbance of the investigated samples was 
below 0.1 to avoid TET effects.152 The red-shift in the PL can be caused by 
spectral diffusion145 due to excitation energy transfer between molecules 
within the film to lower-energy sites.153 Due to this red-shift of the photolu-
minescence the JDA apparently decreases by an order of magnitude between 
spectra of the PMMA (1 mol) and the solid film shown in Figure  3.9. How-
ever, as this effect is caused by exciton diffusion the decreased JDA for the 
solid film has no significance for kXT (eq3.5). On the contrary: spectral diffu-
sion could be considered an indication for exciton diffusion within a mate-
rial.  
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Figure  3.9: The spectral overlap (filled) of TDCV-TPA is substantially 
smaller for a solid film compared to a dispersion in a PMMA matrix. For 
higher concentrations of TDCV-TPA in PMMA ( mol/gPMMA) the emis-
sion was red-shifted. 

A factor that determines the kET in FRET is the photoluminescence quantum 
yield ( PL). This is the amount of photons absorbed by a sample converted 
into emitted photons and can be determined by measuring the photolumines-
cence of a sample (PLS) with respect to a reference sample (PLref) of known 
photoluminescence quantum yield ( PL,ref ).

154 
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S ref S
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  (3.7) 

The measurement needs to be corrected for differences in the light harvest-
ing efficiencies of sample and reference as well as differences in the refrac-
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tive indices n of the solvents the measurements are carried out in. The PL 
depends on the physical properties and environment of a compound and 
reflects the degree of deactivated PL through non-radiative processes. 

For the samples shown in Figure  3.9 the PL was found decreased by 85 
% for thin film of TDCV-TPA on glass and even more for thicker dye layers 
using the photoluminescence of a dilute sample in PMMA (1 mol/g) as 
reference ( PL,ref). The PL can be affected a lot by environmental factors. 
The PL of a HTD as a solid film is much reduced compared to the PL of the 
compound in a solid solution (e.g. PMMA matrix as in paper IV & paper V). 
As the decrease in PL can be caused by exciton diffusion, the PL measured 
for a solid film does not reflect on the PL of donor molecules in the film 
that might undergo energy transfer to an acceptor via a FRET. This illus-
trates that the formalism for energy transfer derived by Förster cannot be 
directly applied to describe energy transfer in solid state materials. 

3.2.3 The exciton diffusion length 
In XDSC-1 devices we assumed exciton diffusion as the underlying mecha-
nism for energy transfer between molecules, depicted in Figure 3.8. An im-
portant parameter for excitonic solar cells is the exciton diffusion length LXD 
which is the distance an exciton can diffuse during its limited lifetime X 
defined as: 

 
XD ED X XL L D     (3.8) 

Exciton diffusion to a charge-separating interface is a bottleneck of solar 
energy conversion in excitonic solar cells.155 The LXD in molecular materials 
without long-range order is typically in the order of 10 nm.119, 156, 157  

There are several methods to determine the exciton diffusion length which 
involve both the fit of time-resolved methods5, 153, 157 and steady-state meth-
ods.153, 158 Excitons reaching the charge-separating interface can be investi-
gated by probing charge carriers generated following interfacial charge-
separation. This can be determined from the generated photocurrent meas-
ured e.g. in EQE measurements158-161 or by an increase in micro-wave-
conductivity measured for electrons injected into e.g. TiO2.

73, 119 Alterna-
tively the surface photovoltage162 or the quenching of the photolumines-
cence5, 157, 158, 163 can be used to probe the number of excitons reaching the 
hetero-interface. 

In the simplest configuration to determine the exciton diffusion length is 
by investigating bilayer samples with varying thickness of the light harvest-
ing material on the quenching substrate. More advanced models to determine 
the exciton diffusion length in a 3D geometry have been reported in litera-
ture.83 Alternatively to varying the thickness of the light harvester, the spac-
ing between exciton quenching sites can be varied.164 
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There are cases where exciton diffusion is found to be anisotropic due to the 
specific inter-molecular interaction and long-range organization.6, 151, 165 It 
might therefore be necessary to control the morphology of the absorber 
layer. This can be achieved by molecular self assembly. Ideally the molecu-
lar orientation is in such direction that excitons are transferred towards the 
charge-separating interface. In disordered organic materials the LED is often 
quite small.158 

Sometimes conflicting result for LXD for one and the same material can be 
found in literature. The experimental values depend on the experimental 
conditions. The possibility of (Förster) resonant energy transfer (FRET) to 
the quencher (as observed for e.g. P3HT and C60) can give rise to a coarse 
over-estimation of the LXD.156, 163, 166 At the same time, FRET can be utilized 
for increased exciton harvesting as excitons can be collected further away 
from the charge separating interface.153, 167 The LXD can also be underesti-
mated in cases, where the CT is much lower than 100% and the exciton dis-
sociation becomes limited by CT (capture limited).5, 153 

 
LXD from EQE-measurements. The exciton diffusion length, LXD, can be 
derived from external quantum efficiency (EQE) measurements following 
the exciton diffusion model introduced by Ghosh and Feng.168 This model is 
based on solving the diffusion equation for excitons created in a bulk ab-
sorber layer following a generation profile G(x). 

2

2

( )
( )

dn x Dd n n
G x

dt dx
    (3.9) 

Expressions for G(x) taking the effect of reflecting contacts and interference 
into account have been derived.169 As the graphite back contacts employed in 
the device architecture were not very reflective a simple generation profile 
following Lambert Beer’s law (equation 2.1) was used. Solutions of (eq3.8) 
presented in literature were used for the evaluation of the fraction of excitons 
reaching the interface119, 161, 170 for different boundary conditions summarized 
in the supporting information of paper I. Kroeze et al.119, 171 treated the inter-
facial charge transfer efficiency CT as an independent parameter. In paper I 
we raised the question whether the non-unity CT is a parameter that would 
need to be taken into account in the diffusion equation. There are some ap-
proaches that take a limited interfacial exciton separation into account by 
introducing a capture rate K or similar.153 5 

 
LXD from PL-quenching. Alternatively, the LXD was determined from 

steady-state photoluminescence, PL, quenching experiments.70, 153, 157 The PL 
of a sample on a quenching substrate (PLS) is compared to the PL on a non-
quenching substrate (PLref) expressed in (3.10) and schematically shown in 
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Figure  3.10. In these measurements the PL signal should be corrected for the 
relative difference in the number of absorbed photons (= LHE).   
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Figure  3.10: Schematic picture depicting the principle of PL quenching 
measurements. 

 

3.2.4 The energy transfer efficiency 
In the XDSC-2 devices the HTD acts as a light harvesting antenna and hole 
regeneration medium to the injection dye (ID). The possibility for long-range 
energy transfer rather than pure exciton diffusion can give rise to an in-
creased exciton harvesting efficiency in these type of devices.156, 163, 166, 167 
Devices combining conducting polymers with IDs is an interesting merge 
between solid state DSC and polymer/titania HSC.78, 89, 94-101, 172-175  

In these devices we did not distinguish between exciton diffusion and 
other energy transfer processes. Instead all mechanisms leading to an energy 
transfer from the HTD to the ID are summarized in the energy transfer effi-
ciency ET. The contribution of the HTD to the EQE via energy transfer can 
be described with a similar formalism as derived for the energy-relay-dye 
system:102, 148  

, ,HTD ET HTD ET ID ETEQE LHE IQE    (3.11) 

This is included in equation (2.7) derived for contribution from the HTD to 
the photocurrent in XDSC-2 via energy transfer. 

Qualitatively, the quenching of the photoluminescence of the polymer or 
HTD by the ID can indicate the possibility for energy transfer. These meas-
urements are often carried out in solution or a matrix like PMMA.100 The 
Förster model for energy transfer needs adaptation to treat energy transfer 
between an assembly of donor and acceptor molecules in these type of de-
vices. As ET occurs to a layer of ID’s rather than single acceptor molecules 
the ET can be very efficient.148 
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In paper II we estimated the excitation energy transfer from the HTD to the 
ID from steady-state photoluminescence measurements in a sample geome-
try that would resemble the device architecture. Instead of TiO2 meso-porous 
ZrO2 was used as photoluminescence quenching via electron injection 
should be less probably on ZrO2 due to the higher lying conduction band. 
Steady state photoluminescence quenching measurements were carried out 
using meso-porous ZrO2 sensitized with an ID and the HTD deposited by 
spin-casting. Reference samples comprising the ID or HTD were only meas-
ured under the same conditions and corrected for the difference in LHE 
(equation 3.9). The energy transfer was evaluated by comparing the emission 
spectra as well as the excitation spectra of the sample comprising both dyes 
with reference samples. Emission spectra are recorded by exciting the sam-
ples at a fixed excitation wavelength and measuring the photoluminescence 
at different emission wavelengths. This is illustrated in Figure  3.11 (top). 
Alternatively, excitation spectra can be measured where the emission at a 
fixed wavelength is monitored while scanning through different excitation 
wavelengths shown in Figure  3.11 (bottom). From the ratio between direct 
excitation of ID and indirect excitation via the HTD the energy transfer effi-
ciency ET ( XT in paper II) from the HTD to ID can be estimated.  
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Figure  3.11: (left) Comparison of the LHE spectra and the photolumines-
cence emission (middle) and excitation spectra (bottom) for samples com-
prising ID, HTD or both. (right) Schematic representation of the principle 
behind these measurements: The emission of the HTD is quenched because 
of energy transfer (ET) to the ID. The signal of the ID increases as a conse-
quence. 
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4 Electrons & Holes 

4.1 Charge carrier separation 
As established in chapter 2, the second step in the conversion of solar energy 
into electricity is the conversion of excitons into separated charge carriers. In 
the previous chapter it was discussed that the exciton binding energy in or-
ganic semiconductors and dyes is large. Charge separation in solar cell de-
vices comprising organic light harvesting materials requires therefore an 
energetic offset.13, 14 

The interfacial charge separation mechanism in HSCs can be expected to 
be governed by analogous factors as the charge separation efficiency CS in 
organic solar cells35 and dye sensitized solar cells.38, 112 The interfacial 
charge separation efficiency is a function of the interfacial charge transfer35 
or charge injection efficiency44 ( CT or inj), a factor describing the effi-
ciency of geminate electron-hole pair separation54 or regeneration of holes 
created at the interface44 ( GS or reg) and the collection efficiency of sepa-
rated electrons and holes ( CC) which will be discussed in section 4.2. 

CS CT GS CC inj reg CC

in OSC in DSC

   (4.1) 

4.1.1 Photo-induced charge transfer  
The first step in interfacial charge-separation is a photo-induced electron 
transfer step between an electron donor De- and electron acceptor Ae- For an 
organic molecule at an inorganic semiconductor junction this can be treated 
with formalism derived by Gerischer.38 In this the interfacial charge transfer 
rate kCT at semiconductor electrodes is expressed as a function of the overlap 
between the populated excited states of the donor WD(E)  and the density of 
accessible, unoccupied states DOSA(E) on the electron acceptor given in 
equation (4.2) and illustrated in Figure  4.1.  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )CT A Dk E E DOS E W E dE    (4.2) 

The term (E) is the transfer frequency which is proportional to the elec-
tronic coupling VDA

2 between the De- and Ae- The electronic coupling VDA 
depends on the distance, orientation and orbital overlap between De- and Ae- 
and will thus be determined by the specific interaction at the or-
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ganic/inorganic heterojunction. In the case of the HTDs investigated herein, 
the lack of a chemical functionality that promotes the formation of a chemi-
cal bond to TiO2 made it difficult to presume a preferential molecular orien-
tation at the hetero-interface.  

In paper IV we tried to draw conclusions for the specific interaction and 
preferential orientation of the hole transporting dye TDCV-TPA at TiO2 
interfaces from shifts observed in PES measurements and IR-measurements 
(ESI, paper IV). This information in combination with images on the elec-
tron density distribution in the excited state acquired from time-dependent 
DFT-calculations allows the discussion of possible surface interactions and 
conformations.  

At the investigated TDCV-TPA/TiO2 junction we observed an excitation-
energy dependent IQE and photoluminescence quenching. In analogy with 
other examples in literature176, 177 this effect could have been caused due to 
“hot injection” from higher electronic or vibronic transitions.178 We therefore 
investigated the energetic alignment at this hetero-interface in detail.  
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Figure  4.1: Electron injection from an excited dye molecule to a semicon-
ductor followed by regeneration by a hole transporting medium (HTM) in a 
Gerischer Diagram representation (left) and a simplified diagram depicting 
energy levels or band-edges in a DSC-type device (right).  

4.1.2 Geminate electron-hole pair separation GS  
In OSC the formation of coulombically bound geminate electron-hole pairs 
after a charge-transfer event at a hetero-junction is considered to determine 
the charge separation efficiency in these solar cell devices.35 These types of 
interactions might also play a role in the charge carrier generation process in 
HSC and should be treated as a separate parameter such as the geminate 
separation efficiency ( GS).

54 The formation of ground-state CT-complexes 
has also been observed at the hybrid P3HT/TiO2 interface.179  
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As there is a manifold of states available both for the photo-generated elec-
trons in TiO2 and holes in the organic layer, charge separation is an entropic 
favorable process.35 Once the coulomb potential of electron and hole is over-
come the gradients in the electrochemical potential in the respective phase 
promotes charge carrier drift and diffusion away from the interface.13, 14 In 
this respect using a hole transporting or redox relay, like in the DSC, with a 
positive driving force for regeneration of holes created at the interface is 
beneficial for rapid charge carrier separation. 

In paper IV, we concluded that the observed excitation energy dependent 
IQE in paper IV could be caused by a more efficient regeneration of “higher 
energy” holes created at the hetero-junction. Unfortunately, in the XDSC-1 
comprising the HTD only we could not distinguish between oxidized HTD 
directly adjacent to the hetero interface and “holes” located in the bulk of the 
material due to their identical spectroscopic signature.  

4.1.3 Energy level alignment  
To evaluate the thermodynamic driving forces for interfacial charge separa-
tion energy level diagrams as shown in Figure  4.1 are invoked. For the proc-
ess at the hetero-interface in the hybrid solar cell devices investigated in this 
work, the excited state of an ID or HTD relative to accessible electronic 
states in the TiO2 conduction band are of interest. The derivation of energy 
level diagrams is not trivial. 

The excited state of the organic compound is usually determined with re-
spect to the HOMO energy level. The latter is often derived from the stan-
dard oxidation potentials determined by electrochemical methods carried out 
in a solution environment. While relevant for e.g. liquid DSC112 these values 
have limited significance for solid state hetero-junctions. Preferably, energy 
levels should be measured under similar physical conditions as present in the 
device by employing experimental methods like photoelectron-spectroscopy 
(PES).180-183 This allows the determination of molecular energy levels with 
respect to e.g. the Fermi level in TiO2 and accounts for shifts in energy levels 
due to the specific interaction between the components like molecular band 
bending, charge transfer and molecular re-orientation.180, 184, 185 However, the 
absence of oxygen in high vacuum can have an effect on the surface compo-
sition of metal-oxides186 which also can affect the interfacial energy level 
alignment.180 

TiO2 is an intrinsic n-type semiconductor with a high relative dielectric 
constant and electron mobility. This makes TiO2 an interesting compound as 
electro-selective and conducting component in dye-sensitized solar cells44, 187 
and hybrid solar cells.50, 51 For interfacial charge transfer it is the density of 
accessible states in the TiO2 which are relevant. These can be experimentally 
determined using X-ray absorption spectroscopy188 or theoretical calcula-
tions.189 
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The conduction band edge EC can be estimated from the flatband potential 
Vfb using (eq4.3) which can be measured by capacitance-voltage (C-V) 
measurements on e.g. a semiconductor/liquid junction.190 

 B D
cb cb fb

C

k T N
E / e V V ln

e N
   (4.3) 

In paper III we determined the Vfb for spray-pyrolyzed TiO2 to be -0.5 V vs 
NHE from C-V measurements of the TiO2 films on FTO substrates in con-
tact with an inert electrolyte. The Vfb was determined from the Mott-Schottky 
relation:191  

2

2 2
0

2 B
appl fb

D r

A k T
V V

C N R e e
   (4.4) 

where 0 is the vacuum permittivity, kB the Boltzmann constant, T the tem-
perature, A  the geometric area of the substrate. There are many pitfalls 
when performing Mott-Schottky measurements.192 We found that the sub-
strates had to be free from any defects and it was not possible to determine 
the Vfb of porous semiconductor layers where the conducting substrate is in 
partial contact with the electrolyte.193 In paper III the results from Mott-
Schottky measurements performed on spin-cast TiO2 films led us to con-
clude that these films were not pinhole free. Differences in the substrate 
roughness R191, 194 could account for different slopes found for the Mott-
Schottky response associated with the FTO substrates which could have 
been misinterpreted as differences in doping density ND.  

For spray-pyrolyzed TiO2 the Vfb was determined to be -0.5 V vs NHE (at 
pH 7) in close agreement with values reported elsewhere.195, 196 The doping 
density of the spray-pyrolyzed TiO2 was determined to be 1.3 1017 cm-3. 
Assuming a density of states NC of 1019 cm-3 the conduction band Ecb is cal-
culated to be 112 mV more negative than the Vfb using equation (4.3). 
 
In papers I, II, III and V we estimated the energetic alignment at the or-
ganic/inorganic hetero-junctions from electrochemical measurements carried 
out in a solution environment and optical measurements on solid films or 
dyes adsorbed to a meso-porous metal oxide substrate. In paper IV we inves-
tigated the energy level alignment at the hetero interface between the HTD 
TDCV-TPA and TiO2 in more detail using a combination of PES, UV-Vis 
and DFT-calculations. The HOMO energy level measured with PES was 
more than 0.5 eV lower in energy compared to the redox potential measured 
in solution (see discussion in paper IV). In addition, we observed a shift in 
the signal for a sub-monolayer of TDCV-TPA compared to the bulk dye 
layer which indicated a specific interaction and orientation if dyes at the 
hetero-interface.  
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4.1.4 Charge separation in steady-state 
Excitons can become charge separated via oxidative electron transfer to a 
material with a higher electron affinity (EA), denoted as electron acceptor 
(Figure  4.2, left). Alternatively, excitons can be quenched by a reductive 
electron transfer from a material with a higher ionization potential (IP) acting 
as a hole acceptor.55 

In paper I we found the photoluminescence of TDCV-TPA quenched by 
PEDOT:PSS. To investigate whether excitons become separated into free 
charge carriers at the PEDOT:PSS rather than the TiO2 interface we per-
formed EQE-measurements both from the front-side and back-side of the 
device using transparent back-contacts, illustrated in Figure 4.2 (left). For 
illumination from the PEDOT:PSS side (back-side) of the device we ob-
served an EQE response (Figure  4.2, right) which did not resemble the LHE 
spectrum. Instead we found minima in the EQE spectrum where the LHE 
spectrum exhibited maxima. This is referred to as an antibatic response63 as 
the organic layers far from the charge separating interface act as a filter for 
the incident light. This proved that in the investigated devices, charge sepa-
ration occurs at the TDCV-TPA/TiO2 interface. 
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Figure  4.2 (left) Illustration of front-side and back side illumination of a so-
lar cell device. (right) Experimental results (paper I) proving that charge 
separation occurs at the TiO2/TDCV-TPA interface. 

In solar cell devices using a bulk organic absorber for light harvesting the 
exciton diffusion length LXD has an impact on the internal quantum effi-
ciency (IQE). Under certain conditions, e.g. for dye layers thin enough to 
neglect limitations arising from exciton diffusion and charge carrier mobil-
ity, the interfacial charge separation efficiency CS is reflected in the IQE of 
the solar cell device. This is shown in Figure  4.3 (left) and is discussed in 
paper IV.  

 (1 )CS

EQE
IQE R

LHE
   (4.5) 
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Figure  4.3: (left) Interfacial charge separation at the TiO2/TDCV-TPA  in-
terface investigated by the IQE (a) and wavelength dependent PL-
quenching (b). (right) From EQE/LHE=IQE the relative conversion effi-
ciency of light harvested in the ID and HTD can be estimated determined 
for XDSC-2 type devices. 

In the devices comprising both ID and HTD it is of interest to compare the 
IQE of each constituent dye as shown in Figure  4.3 (right). In the XDSC-2 
devices the HTD can contribute to the photocurrent both via electron injec-
tion and energy transfer. For the latter, the EQEHTD depends on the IQEID as 
described by equation (2.7). Comparison of IQEHTD and IQEID gives a first 
indication whether conversion exclusively via energy transfer is possible. In 
the example shown in Figure  4.3 (right, bottom) the IQEHTD is larger than the 
IQEID which means that direct or mediated electron transfer from the HTD to 
TiO2 gives an important contribution to the photocurrent.  

The photoluminescence of a light harvesting material in presence and ab-
sence of a quenching interface can reflect on the interfacial charge separation 
efficiency CS (see section  3.2.3). We used this method as an alternative to 
the IQE measurements to investigate CS in paper IV. Also in these meas-
urements we found an excitation-energy dependence of the photolumines-
cence quenching for TDCV-TPA on TiO2 substrates with respect to plain 
glass substrates, shown in Figure  4.3 (left, b). The shape and trend in the 
data closely resembled the excitation-energy dependence observed in the 
IQE (Figure  4.3 left, top) which is another indication of wave-length de-
pendent electron-transfer at this hetero-interface. Interestingly, TiO2 sub-
strates modified with nitro-benzoic acid (NO2-bzac) exhibited no wave-
length-dependence and an overall more efficient PL-quenching. 

4.1.5 Transient absorption spectroscopy 
The term transient indicates measurement techniques in which short-lived 
species are generated through a perturbation of the system by an external 
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stimulus. In transient absorption spectroscopy the evolution of species gen-
erated following e.g. a photo-induced process is investigated.  

Injection from a photo-excited sensitizer into TiO2 can be a very fast 
process occurring on the femto-second time scale.44 On a qualitative level 
the photo-induced charge transfer from a dye to TiO2 can be investigated 
using slower transient pump-probe spectroscopic techniques such as photo-
induced absorption (PIA) and LASER flash-photolysis (LFP) spectroscopy. 
Following electron injection dye molecules become oxidized giving rise to 
absorption of the transiently generated species (ATS). As there are thus less 
molecules in the ground state to absorb light a ground-state bleach (-AGS) 
appears at the absorption maximum of the dye.197 In systems like DSC spec-
tral features caused by a Stark effect after photo-induced charge separation 
can obscure the transient spectra.198, 199 The difference in the absorption spec-
trum A is thus:  

GS TS StarkA A A A     (4.6) 

For the identification of short-lived species their spectral signatures need to 
be obtained using complementary methods like spectro-electrochemistry. In 
this method the absorption spectrum is measured while oxidizing or reducing 
the compound electrochemically.  
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Figure  4.4: (left) Schematic diagram of the photo-induced absorption (PIA) 
experimental setup, adapted from ref200.(right) PIA-spectrum of TP-TPA on 
TiO2 using a blue LED or a green LASER as excitation-pump light source. 
(bottom) PIA spectra of ID D5L0A3 on TiO2 with and without the HTD 
TPTPA.  

In photo-induced absorption (PIA) (experimental setup sketched in Figure 
 4.4, left) the absorption spectrum perturbed by an additional excitation pulse 
from a light source (LED or LASER) is measured with respect to the spec-
trum without the additional perturbation. In the transient spectra A species 
such as the oxidized sensitizer dye in DSC after photo-induced electron 
transfer to TiO2 can be observed.200, 201 
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Transient absorption measurements were also carried out using a nano-
second LASER flash-photolysis setup. In this time-resolved spectroscopic 
method a nanosecond LASER pulse which can be tuned over a wide wave-
length range is used as the pump light source. These measurements were 
carried out in paper V to investigate the regeneration of the ID D5L0A3 by 
the HTD TP-TPA. 

In Figure  4.4 (right) examples for PIA spectra measured for the dye TP-
TPA on TiO2 for excitation with the blue LED and green LASER is shown. 
For the latter no signal from oxidized TP-TPA due to photo-induced elec-
tron transfer to TiO2 is observed. The graph below shows an example for a 
PIA-spectrum of an ID (D5L0A3) on TiO2 with and without HTD. The de-
crease in the D5L0A3 bleach and increase in oxidized TP-TPA signal indi-
cates regeneration of holes on D5L0A3 created after photo-induced electron 
transfer to TiO2. 

4.2 Charge collection  

4.2.1 Charge transport & recombination 
Once electrons and holes have become separated at the hetero-interface they 
have to be transported to their respective electrodes. These transport proc-
esses depends on the electron ( e-) and hole-mobility ( h+) in the respective 
phase. As the Fermi-level in e.g. an n-type semiconductor like TiO2 is very 
close to the conduction band, the h+ is very low and the material can thus be 
used as an electron-transporting and selective contact. In organic semicon-
ductors charge carriers affect the local geometry through their electric field 
giving rise to polarons that move through the material between molecules or 
chain segments through hopping.202  

The charge collection efficiency ( CC) is thus affected by e-, h and by 
the recombination rate (krec) of separated electrons and holes. In chapter 2 we 
defined the voltage of a solar cell device to be determined by the quasi-
Fermi levels of electrons and holes in their respective phases. Recombination 
occurring on a comparatively long time scale can be investigated by follow-
ing the decay of the open circuit voltage VOC after switching off an illumina-
tion source. In Figure  4.5 an example for the VOC decay of bilayer HSCs 
built with spray-pyrolyzed and spin-cast TiO2, discussed in paper III, is 
shown. Due to insufficient blocking of the FTO contact, the VOC  decay oc-
curs on a faster time-scale for the spin-cast TiO2 devices.  

Recombination depends on the different interfaces between components 
in the solar cell junction. An increase in interfacial area can give rise to a 
higher photocurrent due to more charge-separation sites but can also increase 
the number of sites where recombination can occur. Electrical shorts be-
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tween e.g. the hole and electron contacts and the energy level alignment at 
the electric contacts also affect the recombination dynamics of the device. 
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Figure  4.5: (left) Recombination in HSC can be monitored by following the 
time-evolution of the VOC after switching off illumination (middle). (right) 
Charge carrier diffusion (dashed) and recombination (arrow) in nanostruc-
tured hybrid solar cells.  

4.2.2 Morphology 
The preparation of organic/inorganic HSCs with a well-defined morphology 
and optimized dimensions for exciton harvesting and charge carrier transport 
in the organic and inorganic phase is a major scope in HSC-research.53, 54, 89, 

90, 203-205 
When preparing nanostructured HSCs following the infiltration approach 

(Figure  2.4) the pore-filling fraction becomes a limiting factor to the device 
performance.78, 206-211 A high pore filling fraction can facilitate the separation 
of geminate electron-hole pairs.208  

Preparation strategies to infiltrate a nanostructure inorganic semiconduc-
tor with an organic semiconductor include spin-casting,209 melt infiltra-
tion212, dip-coating68 and in-situ polymerization.213, 214 Pore-filling has been 
investigated by means of PIA-spectroscopy,206, 210 photoelectron-
spectroscopy (PES)-depth-profiling,207 dissolving the hole transporting me-
dium and measuring the solution concentration208 and investigation of a 
cross-section with energy-filtered transmission electron microscopy.78 Even 
in partially filled pores hole-regeneration and transport might still be effi-
cient if the pore walls are covered or if hole transport via the sensitizer dye 
in sDSCs compensates for insufficient contact to the hole transporting me-
dium.206, 208  

The morphology of nanostructured HSCs can be investigated using meth-
ods like scanning electron microscopy (SEM) or atomic force microscopy 
(AFM). These methods were employed to characterize morphological differ-
ences between spray-pyrolyzed and spin-cast TiO2 substrates in paper III. 
The porosity of a material can be investigated with gas adsorption, SEM, 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and TEM tomography.215 The latter 
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has been used to visualize the domain size in ZnO/P3HT HSC devices pre-
pared following the BHJ-blend-approach.83 

Figure  4.6 shows the cross-section SEM image of a nanostructured HSC 
device comprising a ~ 450 nm thick meso-porous TiO2 film that was pre-
pared by spin-casting a diluted TiO2 nanoparticle paste (described in section 
8.1) onto FTO substrates that were covered with a dense layer of TiO2 using 
spray-pyrolysis (section 8.1). The HTD TDCV-TPA was deposited via spin-
casting from a 20 mM solution and the devices were contacted with PE-
DOT:PSS and graphite as described in section 8.1. The individual layers can 
be distinguished in the SEM cross-section image shown below. 
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Figure  4.6: (left) SEM cross section image of a nanostructured HSC com-
prising a ~ 450 nm thick meso-porous TiO2 layer on spray-pyrolyzed TiO2 
infiltrated with TDCV-TPA and contacted with PEDOT:PSS and graphite 
powder. 

AFM-measurements can provide valuable information on the surface topog-
raphy of a sample. In Figure  4.7 the 3D-AFM images generated using the 
Nanotec WScM 5.0 software216 for the spin-cast and spray-pyrolyzed sam-
ples compared in paper III are shown. There is an obvious difference in sur-
face morphology of the two substrates which led to distinctively differences 
in the device performance.  

 
Figure  4.7: 3D-AFM images comparing the surface topography of spray-
pyrolyzed TiO2 (left) and spin-cast TiO2 (right) on FTO substrates. 
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5 Results for XDCS-1 

This chapter summarizes the results obtained for TDCV-TPA/TiO2 hybrid 
solar cell device are subject of: 

 paper I (TDCV-TPA dye multilayers on TiO2) 
 paper III (Comparison of spray-pyrolyzed and spin-cast TiO2) 
 paper IV (Interfacial energetics at the TDCV-TPA/TiO2 interface) 

This chapter also contains unpublished data on interface modification and 
nanostructured TDCV-TPA/TiO2 HSC. 

5.1 Dye multilayers on TiO2  
The first project within this thesis work was the investigation of dye multi-
layers on dense titanium dioxide films reported in paper I. We found that a 
spray-pyrolyzed TiO2 layer prepared at least in 4 spray cycles (Figure 2.6) 
was necessary to avoid electrical short-circuits in the devices (paper I).  

In Figure  5.1 (left) the current-voltage (J-V) curves of TDCV-TPA/spray-
pyrolyzed TiO2 bilayer hybrid solar cells with varying dye layer thickness d 
under 1 sun (AM 1.5, 1000 Wm-2) is shown. The graph on the right shows 
the corresponding spectral response of the external quantum efficiency, 
EQE. The data presented in Figure  5.1 is for a series of bilayer hybrid solar 
cells built with spray-pyrolyzed TiO2 and varying dye layer thickness d. This 
data is in part discussed in paper III and was used to derive the IQE data 
discussed in paper IV.  

The same trends with increasing d was observed for the devices reported 
in paper I and presented in Figure 5.1 but the maximum efficiency  of the 
devices in paper I was 0.27 % while for the devices in Figure 5.1 attained up 
to  = 0.47%. This could be attributed to differences in the dye batches of 
TDCV-TPA used for the preparation of these devices. 

As discussed in paper I, the EQE and thus the photocurrent of the devices 
increases with d until limited by the exciton diffusion length LXD which will 
be discussed in more detail in the next section. For dye layers exceeding 30 
nm a reduction in JSC was observed which can be explained by limited hole-
transport through the TDCV-TPA layer.  

The fill factor decreases with increasing d as hole transport in the TDCV-
TPA layer becomes a limiting factor, an effect which has been observed in 
other hybrid devices as well.217 The increase in current at positive applied 
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potentials Va indicates that for thicker dye layers a higher voltage is needed 
to establish the same interfacial electric field necessary for exciton dissocia-
tion and/or hole transport through the dye layer.65 

A striking effect is the increase in open circuit voltage VOC with increas-
ing d reaching a saturation value around 0.95 V for d exceeding 20 nm (pa-
per I & paper III). This corresponds approximately to the difference in 
quasi-Fermi level between electrons in titania and holes at the hole-
collecting contact with PEDOT:PSS. As we investigated in paper IV the 
energy alignment at the heterojunction shifts to higher binding and the in-
creasing VOC is thus not due to a molecular band-bending effect218. Instead, 
as discussed in paper III, for incomplete dye coverage the VOC is influenced 
by the PEDOT:PSS/TiO2 contact.  
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Figure  5.1: (left) Current-voltage, J-V, curves in dependency of dye layer 
thickness d (indicated in figure) for bilayer HSC on spray-pyrolyzed TiO2 
layers. (right) Spectral response of the external quantum efficiency, EQE, 
for devices with different dye layer thickness d (indicated in figure).  

5.2 Exciton diffusion in TDCV-TPA 
As discussed in section  3.2.3, exciton diffusion is an energy transfer process 
of vibrationally relaxed excited dye molecules transferring their excitation 
energy to nearby molecules. Both in paper I and paper III we determined the 
exciton diffusion length (LXD) in TDCV-TPA by analyzing the EQE in de-
pendency of d using the solutions of equation (3.8) derived by Kroeze et 
al.119 which are included in the electronic supporting information (ESI) of 
paper I for different illumination directions and different boundary condi-
tions. The EQE in dependency of d and the fits to the experimental data are 
shown in Figure  5.2 (left). The values for LXD and the interfacial charge 
transfer efficiency CT are summarized in table 5.1. 
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For the devices analyzed in paper III the LXD was longer. This can be attrib-
uted to the difference in the absorption coefficient  determined for TDCV-
TPA in the two studies. In paper I,  was determined from PES (table 5.1) 
and also estimated from the solution extinction coefficient reported else-
where (see ESI). In paper III  was determined from DekTak Profilometry 
(table 5.1) and in paper IV from AFM-profilometry. The latter two methods 
gave very similar results. This illustrates that the uncertainty in LXD depends 
on the method utilized for the determination of the dye layer thickness.  

Table 5.1: Absorption coefficients  and exciton diffusion length LXD and interfacial charge separa-
tion efficiency CT determined for different boundary conditions presented in paper I and paper III. 

 boundary cond.  (m-1) LXD, 520 nm CT,520nm LXD, 380 nm CT,380nm 

non-quenching 5.5 107 m-1 a 3.5 nm 36%    paper I 

quenching  1.7 nm 67%   

non-quenching 3.2 107 m-1 b 6.5 nm 52%  16 nmc 73 %a paper III 
& Fig. 5.2 

quenching  3.3 nm 100% 8.2 nmc 100 %a 

a determined from Ti2p-PES-signal attenuation. b determined by DekTak Profilometry. c determined from 
the analysis of the EQE at 380 nm using 380nm = 1.72 107 m-1 (Figure 5.2). 
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Figure  5.2: (left) Exciton diffusion model fit to d-dependence of the EQE 
distinguished between the higher energy (380 nm) and lower energy (520 
nm) transition. (right) Photoluminescence quenching in dependency of dye 
layer thickness d both for unmodified and nitro-benzoic acid (NO2-bzac) 
modified TDCV-TPA/TiO2 interfaces. 

The observed EQE spectra with increasing d for bilayer TDCV-TPA/TiO2 
HTD exhibit an interesting effect for d > 20 nm. The response at the red-
edge of the EQE spectra decreases which can be attributed to an inner filter 
effect as low-energy excitons have a lower probability of reaching the charge 
separating interface. Meanwhile, the EQE at higher excitation energy in-
creases further indicating a longer LXD of higher-energy excitons. In Figure 
5.2 (left) the d-dependency of the EQE both for the higher energy transition 
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at 380 nm and for the lower energy transition at 520 nm is shown. The fit in 
Figure 5.2 (left) of the experimental data to the exciton diffusion model de-
rived from equation (3.9) suggests both a longer exciton diffusion length LXD 
(16 nm) and a higher interfacial charge separation efficiency CT (73 %) for 
excitons generated at a higher excitation energy. This indicates that excitons, 
generated at a higher energy, have a higher probability to reach the charge 
separating interface.149, 150 

In paper IV we discuss that the higher energy electronic transition is a -
* transition while the lower energy transition has ICT character. The differ-

ence in nature of the electronic transition and differences in electronic cou-
pling with nearby neighbors might have an influence on the kET. Maybe even 
long-range energy transfer processes from higher-energy excitons to lower-
energy excitons is possible. There are still open questions when it comes to a 
fundamental understanding of the nature of excitons in molecular aggregated 
compounds and the energy transfer mechanisms governing their migration. 

As discussed in  3.2.3 an alternative approach to determining the LXD is by 
comparing the photoluminescence of the bulk light harvesting material on a 
quenching substrate (e.g. TiO2, PLS) with the PLref on a non-quenching refer-
ence (e.g. glass) in dependency of the dye layer thickness d. Results from 
these experiments are shown in Figure  5.2 (right). For plain TiO2 substrates 
even for very thin layers the quenching was always < 40 % (see paper I-ESI 
and paper IV). This is not a singularity for this particular hybrid interface as 
non-unity quenching has also been observed for e.g. P3HT/TiO2.

70, 167  
Using nitro-benzoic acid as an interface modifier 70, 86, 219, 220 gives rise to a 

more efficient photoluminescence quenching with CT approaching 100% for 
thin dye layers, shown in Figure  5.2 (right). Moreover, we did not observe 
the wavelength-dependency of the photoluminescence quenching discussed 
for an unmodified TiO2 substrate in paper IV and shown in Figure  4.3. In 
solar cell devices built with nitro-benzoic acid we did not observe a positive 
effect on the device performance which will be discussed in section  5.4. This 
exemplifies that photoluminescence quenching does not reflect on the cur-
rent generated via charge separation at a hetero-junction. Interface modifiers 
might also promote other PL-deactivation pathways or recombination of 
separated charge carriers.  

The interfacial exciton separation efficiency should have an impact on the 
LXD which can be accounted for by introducing an exciton capture constant 
K.5, 153 Using the equation derived by Holzhey et al.153 the data shown in 
Figure  5.2 (right) can be modeled with a common value for LXD of 15 nm for 
both the unmodified TiO2 substrate and the nitro-benzoic acid modified sub-
strate but different K. It is yet unclear in how far a limited exciton separation 
efficiency at the hetero-interface affects the LXD

5, 153 or if this parameter can 
be treated as an independent parameter.119 
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5.3 Interfacial exciton separation  
In excitonic solar cells the charge separation efficiency is determined by the 
energetic alignment at the hetero-interface. The energy alignment and spe-
cific interaction between the first layers of the organic and inorganic compo-
nent at the interface determine thus the overall conversion efficiency of the 
device. 

When deriving the IQE from the EQE data shown in Figure  5.1 (right) we 
observed that even for very thin layers of TDCV-TPA the IQE is less than 
unity (paper I and IV). Add to this for the TDCV-TPA/TiO2 junction the 
IQE exhibits an energy dependency indicating a higher charge separation 
efficiency for excitation at lower wavelength (paper IV). From the energy 
level diagram derived in paper I from electrochemical measurements it was 
apparent, that there was a low thermodynamic driving force for electron 
transfer from excited TDCV-TPA into the TiO2 conduction band (Figure 
 5.3, left). The hypothesis of paper IV was, that the wavelength-dependent 
IQE was caused by a more efficient electron transfer from higher electronic 
and vibronic states in the molecule.176-178 

Through a combination of photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) and UV-vis 
spectroscopy of dye layers in different thickness domains on TiO2 in combi-
nation with quantum chemical calculations we derived a more refined energy 
level diagram shown in (Figure  5.3, right). From this analysis the higher 
energy transition was not found much more favorable with respect to the 
Fermi level in TiO2. We therefore speculated, that a more favorable regen-
eration of holes created at the hetero-interface subsequent to a - * transi-
tion could be an explanation for the observed wavelength-dependent IQE. A 
more efficient transport of holes away from the hetero interface can also 
explain the higher EQE for thicker d at lower wavelength discussed in the 
previous section. 

TDCV-TPA does not possess chemical functionalities, like carboxylic 
acid groups, that have been found to form chemical bonds with TiO2. We 
deduced from a combination of PES-data, IR spectroscopy and DFT-
calculations that TDCV-TPA interacts with TiO2 via its peripheral CN-
groups. In the calculated LUMO energy levels the electron density is situ-
ated predominantly on the peripheral CN-functionalities (paper IV). An in-
teraction or electronic coupling between TDCV-TPA and the TiO2 surface 
via the CN-groups should facilitate interfacial charge transfer. 
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Figure  5.3: Comparison of the energy level diagrams derive from electro-
chemical measurements in solution (adapted from paper I) and PES-
measurements (adapted from paper IV). 

5.4 Interface modification  
Molecules or treatments affecting the energetic alignment at the hybrid inter-
face have been found to affect the device performance.70, 219, 220 The para-
substituted nitro-benzoic acid (shown in Figure 5.4, left, inset) was found to 
increase the photocurrent in TiO2/P3HT bilayer hybrid solar cells.70 Interface 
modifying agents can influence the hetero-interface through different effects. 
These molecules can affect the energetic offset at the hetero-interface and 
mediate both charge injection and recombination. They can also improve the 
wetting at the organic-inorganic hetero-interface. Even though the TDCV-
TPA photoluminescence was more efficiently quenched at nitro-benzoic 
acid modified TiO2 substrates (Figure  5.2, right) we did not observe an in-
crease in photocurrent for nitro-benzoic acid modified TDCV-TPA/TiO2 
hybrid solar cells. Instead we found a decrease in short-circuit current 
(Figure  5.4, left) and a much faster VOC-decay (Figure  5.4, right). We inter-
pret these findings with an increase in interfacial recombination upon intro-
duction of nitro-benzoic acid at the TDCV-TPA/TiO2 interface. Possibly, 
the interface modifier also impedes the specific interaction between TDCV-
TPA and TiO2 discussed in paper IV.  

The deviation of the experimental outcome from our hypothesis shows, 
that the organic-inorganic hetero-interface in hybrid solar cells is governed 
by the specific interactions between the organic and inorganic component.  
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Figure  5.4: (left) Current-voltage of unmodified and nitro-benzoic acid 
modified TDCV-TPA/TiO2 bilayer hybrid solar cells. (right) Open-circuit 
voltage decay showing a much faster recombination for the nitro-benzoic 
acid modified devices. 

5.5 Interface morphology  
By increasing the interfacial area for charge separation, the device perform-
ance of hybrid solar cells can be increased. The morphology of the nanos-
tructured metal oxide affects the exciton harvesting efficiency, the charge 
collection efficiency and charge carrier recombination.  

In paper III, we compared two different approaches for the preparation of 
TiO2 substrates for bilayer HSCs, described in literature: spray-pyrolysis and 
spin-casting. The preparation procedures are shown in Figure  8.1 and Figure 
 8.2. Devices built with these two different TiO2 substrates exhibited distinct 
differences in the device performance and spectral response of the EQE. 
This could have either been explained by a difference in the conduction band 
energy or a different nano-morphology of the prepared TiO2 substrates. We 
found that both preparation procedures result in anatase TiO2 with similar 
optical and electronic properties but with distinctively different nano-
morphologies. The spin-casting route lead to nano-porous TiO2 films which 
explained the increased EQE at absorption maximum. In paper III we also 
discuss the significance of the TiO2 layer as a blocking layer in this hybrid 
solar cell architecture. Device efficiencies of 0.47 for spray-pyrolyzed TiO2 
and 0.6 % for spin-cast TiO2 were achieved which compares favorable with 
other bilayer hybrid solar cell devices.6, 62-75  

Scanning-electron microscope images both from the surface of the sub-
strates (top) and cross-sections of spin-cast and spray-pyrolyzed TiO2 sub-
strates are included in Figure  5.5. The differences in surface topography of 
the different TiO2 samples are shown, as an example for AFM images, in 
Figure 4.7.  

N

O OH

OO
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Hybrid solar cells comprising higher surface area TiO2 were built by deposit-
ing a meso-porous TiO2 layer from a dilute TiO2-nanoparticle paste onto 
FTO substrates covered with a dense TiO2 layer prepared by spray-pyrolysis. 
SEM top view and cross-section images are included in Figure 5.5. In Figure 
 5.6 we compare the device performance of the bilayer HSC, prepared with 
spray-pyrolyzed TiO2 and spin-cast TiO2, to HSC with increasing interfacial 
area due to the addition of a meso-porous TiO2 layer. In Table 5.2 the device 
performance data of the devices shown in Figure 5.6  
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Figure  5.5: (top) SEM images at a magnification of 200k of the top surface 
of different TiO2 substrates used in hybrid solar cells with TDCV-TPA. 
(bottom) SEM-cross-section at a magnification of 300k of different TiO2 
substrates used investingated in hybrid solar cell devices. The arrows indi-
cate the samples associated with each other.  

Table 5.2: Device performance of hybrid solar cells shown in Figure  5.6. 

TiO2  substrate VOC  
(V) 

JSC 

(mA cm-2) 
FF  

(%) 
JSC

a 

(mA cm-2) 
IQE b 

(%) 

spray-pyrolyzed TiO2 0.95 1.05 0.32 0.31 1.11 15 

spin-cast TiO2 0.97 1.88 0.33 0.60 1.62 17 

~50 nm TiO2 0.92 1.91 0.40 0.70 2.05 19 

~250 nm TiO2 0.8 2.28 0.45 0.83 2.95 30 

~450 nm TiO2 0.85 3.17 0.58 1.56 3.77 41 

a determined from the integrated EQE according to equation (2.5) b determined from the EQE/LHE of the 
solar cell samples. 

 
A continuous increase in device performance can be observed, summarized 
in Table 5.2, with our champion device achieving 1.56 % conversion effi-
ciency under 1 sun illumination. This device has among the highest effi-
ciency for hybrid solar cell devices prepared by an infiltration approach and 
without additional interface dyes.65, 66, 90, 221, 222 Our device efficiencies have 
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not yet surpassed the efficiencies reported for optimized OSC devices using 
TDCV-TPA in combination with C60 (1.85%).223 Comparing the IQE of the 
devices, included in Table 5.2, an increased exciton harvesting efficiency 
due to the higher interfacial area becomes apparent in an increasing IQE. 
The integrated EQE was found to be higher compared to the JSC in the cur-
rent-voltage measurements which can be rationalized with lower light inten-
sities in the experimental EQE setup. We found a non-linear dependency of 
the photocurrent on the light intensity with higher relative photocurrents at 
lower intensity illumination levels. 
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Figure  5.6: (left) Current density - voltage (J-V) curves of TDCV-TPA/TiO2 

HSC prepared with the TiO2 substrates shown in Figure  5.5. (right) Spec-
tral response of the external quantum efficiency (EQE) of the same samples.  
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6 Results for XDSC-2 

This chapter summarizes work carried out on devices comprising both a hole 
transporting dye (HTD) and an interfacial sensitizer (ID) and is based on 
results presented in: 

 paper II (Contribution of HTD TVT-TPA in sDSC) 
 paper V (Light-harvesting antenna TP-TPA in ID/HTD HSCs) 

6.1 Matching dyes  
In the XDSC-2 devices both the ID and HTD can contribute to the photocur-
rent. Below, the different ID’s and HTD’s investigated in this work are 
summarized in the diagram below. The HOMO energy levels were estimated 
from the redox potentials measured electrochemically and summarized in the 
Tables 6.1 and 6.2. The excited state energy levels were derived from the 
HOMO by subtracting the optical transitions in the IDs or HTDs, summa-
rized in Tables 6.1 and 6.2. This energy level diagram represents the ap-
proximate energetic alignment of the IDs and HTDs with respect to the nor-
mal hydrogen electrode (NHE). The Fermi-level of TiO2 is at about -0.5 V vs 
NHE at neutral pH (see paper III) is indicated in the diagram. 
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Figure  6.1: Approximate energy levels of all IDs and HTDs investigated 
and presented in this work. The HOMO and excited state energy levels were 
estimated from the solution redox potentials and optical bandgap. 
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Table 6.1 Optical and electrochemical properties of HTDs investigated herein 
HTD Amax 

(nm) 

PLmax  

(nm) 

EA/PL/Eg 

(eV) 

A,max
c 

 (m-1) 

Eox
 

(V vs Fc) 

ED* 

(V vsNHE) 

TDCV-TPA 512, 497a 687, 581a 2.1, 2.3 a 3.2 107 0.63, 1.18 -0.84 

TVT-TPA 427, 423a 579, 479a 2.5, 2.7 a 1.1 107 0.34, 0.62 -1.53 

TP-TPA 406, 392a 504, 456a 2.8, 2.9 1.9 107 0.38, 0.69 -1.78 

spiro-MeOTAD 366 424 3.03 - - - 

a Solid solution in PMMA. b with respect to the PL in PMMA, c determined by DekTak profilometry 

 
Table 6.2 Optical and electrochemical properties of IDs investigated herein 

a on ZrO2 
b in PMMA c in chlorobenzene d PL quenched by aggregation e setting EF,TiO2  = -0.5 vs NHE 

 
As TiO2 was used as the inorganic component, compounds designed as 
DSC-sensitizers with a high IQE are suitable to be used as ID in the XDSC-
2 devices discussed herein. The excited state needs to have a sufficient ther-
modynamic driving force for efficient interfacial charge transfer.  

More importantly, compounds to be used as HTD need to be found for 
XDSC-2 which need to be adequate hole transporting media. In addition, 
this compound functions as a regenerative medium for the interfacial ID and 
needs to have a thermodynamically positive driving force for the regenera-
tion of holes created at the interface. The possibility for direct photo-induced 
electron transfer to TiO2 can be an advantage as this allows the HTD to con-
tribute to the photocurrent independently of the internal quantum efficiency 
of the ID as described in equation (2.7).  

The dye TDCV-TPA was found to have a more positive oxidation poten-
tial compared to all IDs investigated herein. Furthermore, we found the ex-
cited state of the compound to be very close to the TiO2 conduction band 
(paper IV). An additional ID at this junction (e.g. D5L0A1) was found to 
decrease the EQE from this HTD. These two properties make this compound 
unsuitable to be used in conjunction with an interface dye.  

TVT-TPA and TP-TPA also have oxidation potentials that are relatively 
low. This limits the possibilities for IDs that can be used in combination with 

ID A,max  

(nm) 

PL,max  

(nm) 

EA/PL,norm 

(eV) 

Eox 

(V vs Fc)

 

(M-1 cm-1) 

ED* 

(V vs NHE) 
e 

D5L0A1 412a, 421b 561 a, 503 b 2.59a, 2.70b 0.61 36 000125 -1.35 

D5L0A3 472a, 466b 652 a, 532 b 2.42a, 2.50b 0.65 44 000127 -1.14 

D9 462125 632125 2.32128 0.29128 33 000128, 224 -1.40 

HY103 635a 659a 1.92a 0.43225 66 000225 -0.86 

SQ (JJ3) 649a, 653c 697a,d, 663c 1.80a, 1.85b 0.22 220 000 -0.95 

SQ02 652 a, 660a 690a,d, 662b 1.85a, 1.89b 0.22 319 000126 -1.00 
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these HTDs. In paper II we found that both the ID SQ and the HTD TVT-
TPA contribute to the photocurrent but the relatively low IQE of SQ might 
have been due to an insufficient driving force for regeneration from the HTD 
to the ID.  

For XDSC-2 a large spectral overlap between the HTD-emission and the 
ID-absorption facilitates long-range energy transfer from the HTD to the ID 
as discussed in section  3.2.1. This can give rise to an improved exciton har-
vesting and apparently longer exciton diffusion length.156, 167 To a first ap-
proximation, HTDs with a larger bandgap than the ID should favor energy 
transfer from the HTD to the ID. 

Both in paper II and paper V we compare the spectral overlap therefore 
both for liquid or solid (PMMA) solutions of the compounds and for solid 
state samples where the dyes are in a comparable physical and chemical 
environment as in the solar cells. In paper II we compared the spectral over-
lap of the emission of the HTD TVT-TPA with the absorption spectrum of 
the ID SQ(JJ3) both for the spectra measured in solution and as solid films 
or adsorbed to ZrO2. In the solid state the spectral overlap apparently in-
creases. In paper V we compare the spectral overlap of TP-TPA with the ID 
D5L0A3 both for the compounds dispersed in a solid PMMA matrix and as 
adsorbed or spin-cast film of ZrO2. In a solid PMMA matrix the spectral 
overlap is much higher compared to the solid state spectra. It is unclear, 
whether the solution of solid state spectral overlap is the most relevant for 
energy transfer in the investigated device architecture. 

6.2 Solar cell devices  
Hybrid solar cell devices with different combinations of HTD’s and ID’s 
were built during the course of this work. Some of the other HTD’s that were 
investigated are summarized elsewhere.134  

A compound that was found interesting to be used as HTD in combina-
tion with various ID’s was the dye TVT-TPA. In Figure  6.2 (left) solar cell 
devices using TVT-TPA (Figure  3.6) and different ID’s built with flat 
spray-pyrolyzed TiO2 substrates are compared. One can clearly identify the 
individual contributions of the HTD and ID except for the ID D5L0A1 
which absorbs in the same spectral range as TVT-TPA. As the absorption 
features of TVT-TPA and SQ were spectrally well separated these two 
compounds were chosen for a more thorough investigation that we published 
as a proof of principle in paper II. Therein, we also compared the device 
performance of SQ/TVT-TPA to devices built with spiro-MeOTAD as hole 
transporting medium. The spectral response of the EQE exhibited a signal 
dye to the contribution of spiro-MeOTAD to the photocurrent. Due to this 
additional signal, and a larger IQEID for the spiro-MeOTAD/SQ, the device-
performance was found comparable to the TVT-TPA/SQ devices. The 
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higher IQEID was attributed to a higher regeneration efficiency of SQ by 
spiro-MeOTAD compared to TVT-TPA. This finding highlights the neces-
sity of efficient regeneration of ID by the HTD. Spiro-MeOTAD derivatives, 
modified to extend their absorbance further into the visible part of the elec-
tromagnetic spectrum could be an interesting family of compounds to use as 
HTD.105 
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Figure  6.2(left) Hybrid bilayer solar cell devices comprising TVT-TPA and 
various interface dyes (indicated in figure). (right) Nanostructured hybrid 
solar cells using TP-TPA as a HTD and different ID’s. 

In continuation of this project we also tested the commercially available 
compound TP-TPA as HTD which has similar spectral and electronic prop-
erties as TVT-TPA. In continuation of the work presented in paper II we 
decided to focus more on the regeneration of ID by the HTD. As both TP-
TPA and TVT-TPA have low oxidation potentials the choice for the ID’s 
was limited. In Figure  6.2 (right) the spectral response of the EQE for solar 
cell devices using TP-TPA as HTD and various IDs (indicated in the Figure) 
is shown. These devices comprised a ~ 200 nm thick meso-porous TiO2 
layer on top of the FTO-substrates covered by a dense TiO2 layer. Again, 
one can clearly distinguish between the respective contributions from the 
ID’s and HTD. In case of the D5L0A1/TP-TPA the spectral response of 
HTD and ID overlap but the overall EQE at a wavelength of 400 nm is much 
higher compared to the device comprising the HTD only.  

In paper V we summarize the work carried out on the investigation of TP-
TPA in combination with D5L0A3. TP-TPA is a compound developed for 
OSC and OLED and is usually deposited via evaporation.137 This compound 
was difficult to dissolve in concentration higher than 20 mM. When infiltrat-
ing solid state hole-transporting materials like e.g. spiro-MeOTAD into 
meso-porous films solution concentrations in the order of 100 mM are used, 
which is crucial to achieve a high pore filling fraction.209 
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In paper II, we derived an expression for the external quantum efficiency of 
XDSC-2 given in equation (2.7). The EQE can be separated into the contri-
bution from the ID and HTD. As the HTD can contribute to the photocurrent 
both via energy transfer and via electron transfer the photo-conversion 
mechanism of these devices becomes difficult to distinguish. For the energy 
transfer mechanism the EQEHTD(ET) depends on the IQEID. By comparing 
the IQEHTD and IQEID it can be already determined whether the EQEHTD can 
originate exclusively from an ET to the ID – otherwise electron transfer 
needs to occur. For the ID/HTD combination in paper II, the IQEHTD was 
larger than the IQEID (illustrated in Figure  4.3, right) which indicated, that, 
in this case, the HTD TVT-TPA contributes to the photocurrent via direct 
injection. 

6.3 Energy transfer from HTD to ID 
In paper II we estimated the energy transfer efficiency ( ET, denoted XT in 
paper II) for samples where the ID was adsorbed to a meso-porous ZrO2 film 
and the HTD was spin-cast on top. These samples were thus comparable to 
the geometry and physical properties of the XDSC-2 devices. The measure-
ments are described in section  3.2.4 and the data attained for the SQ/TVT-
TPA combination of ZrO2 can be found in paper II. From the excitation 
spectra, the energy transfer efficiency ( ET) from the HTD to ID was esti-
mated to be 26 %. 

In the measurement on ZrO2 we found a large dependency of the 
squaraine photoluminescence on the degree of aggregation, discussed in 
section  3.1.3. Upon addition of the HTD a decrease in aggregation was ob-
served. The HTD can act as a co-adsorber preventing squaraine aggregates 
and at the same time can contribute to the photocurrent. 

In paper V we compared photoluminescence quenching measurements of 
the TP-TPA/D5L0A3 couple both in PMMA and on ZrO2. In both cases, the 
TP-TPA emission was quenched in vicinity of the ID. For the ZrO2 samples 
it was unclear whether the increased signal in the red was due to emission 
from D5L0A3. Even in these samples aggregation of ID might have an im-
pact on the photoluminescence and we were not yet able to estimate the ET 
for this ID/HTD combination. 

In XDSC-2 devices all energy transfer mechanisms introduced in Figure 
 3.7 are possible. Exciton diffusion within the HTD layer might occur prior to 
a long-range energy transfer to an ID. We note, that for these measurements 
the degree of photoluminescence quenching also depends on the degree of 
infiltration of the HTD into the meso-porous structure. Photoluminescence 
from non-infiltrated HTD on top of the film or in an overstanding layer is 
likely not to become quenched by the ID. 
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6.4 Injection, regeneration and pore infiltration 
Injection and regeneration can in part be derived from the IQE of the ID and 
HTD, respectively. Qualitatively, the electron transfer from an ID or HTD to 
TiO2 can be investigated using transient spectroscopy. With these methods 
also the regeneration of photo-oxidized ID by the HTD can be investigated 
as described in section  4.1.5. In the nanosecond TAS measurements con-
ducted in paper V we found that the signal of oxidized D5L0A3 decreased 
upon addition of TP-TPA simultaneously to the appearance of a signal that 
could be assigned to oxidized TP-TPA.  

As for the energy transfer also the regeneration of the ID by the HTD de-
pends on the pore infiltration. A high pore-filling fraction is important for 
efficient ID regeneration and hole transport to the hole-selective contact.208 
To investigate the effect of pore infiltration we prepared some samples by 
evaporating a layer of TP-TPA onto ~450 nm thick meso-porous TiO2 lay-
ers which resulted in a smooth dye layer of 150 nm thickness clearly visible 
in a scanning electron microscope image of a cross section of the sample 
(Figure  6.3 a). One of the samples (Figure  6.3 b) was heated to 220oC where 
the dye layer started to melt. This is an alternative way to infiltrate organic 
compounds into porous metal oxides.212 TP-TPA was found to infiltrate the 
pores of the TiO2 film. The absorbance of the samples was found similar but 
the photoluminescence of the heat-treated sample was quenched by 71 % 
which we interpret as a proof for successful infiltration of TP-TPA into the 
meso-porous metal oxide matrix.66 For efficient hybrid solar cells devices, a 
pore-filling fraction of 100% should be aspired208 but this is not trivial to 
achieve. In spin-casting the solvent molecules might prevent 100% pore-
filling. Melting requires elevated temperatures which not all IDs might with-
stand.212 
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Figure  6.3 a) SEM-cross section image showing a~ 150 nm thick evapo-
rated TPTPA layer on ~450 nm meso-porous TiO2. b) Evaporated layer 
melt-infiltrated into TiO2 c) Comparison of sample photoluminescence 
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7 Conclusion  

During the past 5 years, hybrid solar cells (HSCs) have been established as a 
new research area combining and uniting aspects of dye-sensitized solar 
cells (DSCs) and organic solar cells (OSCs). In this work we investigated 
hybrid solar cells starting from the objective to find small-molecular light 
harvesting hole-conductors to be used in conjunction with titanium dioxide 
in bilayer and nanostructured hybrid solar cells. The devices investigated 
herein can be considered to be sDSC where the “transparent” hole conduc-
tors such as spiro-MeOTAD is replaced by a hole transporting dye (HTD). 

The three triphenyl-amine based compounds shown in Figure 3.6 gave 
promising results in the intended device architecture. Two different device 
architectures were investigated: XDSC-1 that use a HTD in direct conjunc-
tion with TiO2 and XDSC-2 that used a combination of an interface dye (ID) 
and a HTD. 

In direct conjunction with flat or porous TiO2 the HTD TDCV-TPA gave 
rise to comparatively high solar cell efficiencies for this type of device archi-
tecture (paper III, chapter 5). The exciton diffusion length in TDCV-TPA 
(5.6 nm, assuming a non-quenching PEDOT:PSS contact, paper III) was 
found to be dependent on the experimental conditions and to be influenced 
by the interfacial charge separation efficiency. The observed dependence of 
the LXD on the interfacial charge separation efficiency and excitation energy 
should be further investigated. Another interesting questions is in how far 
the LXD depends on the molecular order in HTD-materials.76, 149, 151 

In the investigation of the interfacial energy alignment we found the low-
est energy excited state of TDCV-TPA to be slightly below the TiO2 Fermi 
level. Due to this low driving force for electron injection and the very posi-
tive oxidation potential this compound was not suitable to use as HTD in 
conjunction with an interface dye (ID). In hybrid solar cells the energetic 
alignment at the inorganic/organic interface determines the charge separation 
efficiency of these devices (paper IV). Factors influencing and improving the 
energetic alignment at the hetero interface need to be identified and modified 
to improve the power conversion efficiencies of HSC devices.70, 86 

Solid state dye-sensitized solar cells using a light absorption hole trans-
porting dye (HTD) were realized using the TPA-compounds TVT-TPA 
(paper II) and TP-TPA (paper V). For TVT-TPA we observed excitation 
energy transfer to the ID (SQ) but concluded that direct injection from the 
HTD accounts for a large fraction of the HTD response. In the solid state 
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devices investigated herein it was not trivial to identify the specific energy 
transfer mechanisms and we consider that different types of energy transfer 
might occur in the devices. Further work is needed to investigate and distin-
guish between different types of energy transfer mechanisms in these type of 
devices. 

The two investigated architectures (XDSC-1 and XDSC-2) are interesting 
systems. Comparable devices have received much attention in hybrid solar 
cell research.78, 89, 94-101 Finding suitable light harvesting materials and simul-
taneously replace the commonly used spiro-MeOTAD in solid state dye sen-
sitized solar cells is a challenge.43, 226 In direct comparison with devices us-
ing spiro-MeOTAD as hole transporting medium, the investigated HTD’s 
seemed to regenerate the ID less efficient. The search and investigation of 
more light harvesting small-molecular hole-transporting semiconductors is 
an important research task for these type of solar cell devices.  

One strives after interpenetrating organic and inorganic phases to achieve 
a pore size in the order of the exciton diffusion length at the same time as 
getting efficient charge carrier transport in the respective phase. Morphology 
control is thus an essential aspect of HSC research. The fabrication of HSC 
following the “infiltration approach” (Figure 2.4) of organic semiconductors 
into the meso-porous scaffold of the inorganic component will require alter-
native ways to the commonly used spin-casting approach to achieve a high 
pore filling fraction. Alternative methods for the infiltration of a hole-
transporting media into a meso-porous metal oxide electrode, like melt-
ing.212, 227 dip-coating68 and in-situ polymerization,213, 214 need to be further 
investigated. 

Scientific work of academic weight and interest in an applied research 
area, like DSC or HSC, should ideally both investigate fundamental aspects 
of device operation and simultaneously prove the significance of the experi-
mental findings by demonstrating high conversion efficiencies. Combining 
these two aspects requires an interdisciplinary approach and is more efficient 
when conducted in a team-effort. 
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8 Materials & Methods 

8.1 Materials used and sample preparation  
 
Conducting glass: Glass, coated with layer of transparent electrical conduc-
ing (TEC) fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) were used as support and front 
contact for solar cell devices discussed herein. The sheet-resistance was ap-
proximately 15 /square and was purchased from Pilkington. 

 
Injection dyes: The triphenyl-amine based injection dyes were developed 
and synthesized in the group of Licheng Sun at KTH, Stockholm. The 
squaraine dye SQ (JJ3) used in paper II was received as a gift from Dr. Jian-
jun He (now AnaSpec Inc.) who previously worked in the Hagfeldt group. 
The dye SQ02 was purchased from Solaronix (Switzerland).  
 
Hole transporting dyes: The dyes TDCV-TPA and TVT-TPA were devel-
oped and synthesized in the group of Jean Roncali in Angers, France. The 
TDCV-TPA batch used for the studies in paper III and paper IV was pur-
chased from Sigma-Aldrich. TP-TPA was purchased from Lumitech 
(China). 
 
Spray-pyrolysis (of TiO2): Dense layers of TiO2 were prepared by spray-
pyrolysis. A TiO2 precursor was prepared under nitrogen by adding 2.4 ml 
Ti(IV)-tetraisopropoxylate (Aldrich, TTIP) dropwise to 3.6 ml acetylacetone 
(Fluka, AcAc)228 resulting in a bright yellow liquid containing diisopropoxy-
Ti(IV)-bis(acetoacetonate) (Ti(acac)2OiPr2) which could be stored in a sealed 
flask at 8 oC until further use. Prior to deposition the precursor was diluted 
1:9 with ethanol (Kemityl) to give a solution of ~1.2 M.  

FTO-glass substrates were heated to 450oC on a high temperature Titan 
hotplate (PZ 28-3TD with TR 28-3T temperature controller, Harry Gerstig-
keit GmbH) covered by a Robax-glass plate to avoid direct deposition of 
TiO2 onto the hotplate. The precursor was deposited using a commercial 
airbrush as spray nozzle (Clas Olsons or Biltema) equipped with an adapter 
for vertical-spraying (Figure  8.1, step 1). The nozzle was moved at ~5cm/s 
and a distance of ca. 6 cm over the substrate surface. One spray-cycle consti-
tutes a single movement of the spray-nozzle over the substrates. TiO2 film 
formation occurs by reaction of the organo-titanate with atmospheric oxygen 
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at the hot substrate surface (Figure 8.1, step 2). In this deposition method the 
metal oxide film grows with ~ 10 nm per spray cycle. 
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Figure  8.1: Illustration of reaction steps during spray-pyrolysis. 

Spin-casting: Thin films of a material can be deposited homogeneously onto 
susbtrates by depositing the material solution onto a substrate, followed by 
spinning at high speed during which the solvent evaporates. In this work, a 
Chemat Technology KW-4A spin-coater was used. The spin-speed (500 – 
8000 rpm) and time (3 – 80 sec) can be varied which has an influence on the 
thickness of the deposited films.  
 
Spin-cast TiO2: Alternatively, flat TiO2 films can be prepared by using a 
spin-casting approach.70 A precursor, TTIP is diluted 1:6 (volume ratio) with 
and ethanol mixture (containing small quantities of water and HCl). A 
volume of 20 l cm-2 substrate surface was deposited followed spin-casting 
at 2000 rpm for 30 sec (Figure  8.2, step 1). The substrates were kept at 120 
°C overnight and then calcined at 450 °C.  

Titanium dioxide formation in this preparation procedure takes place dur-
ing the blending of the precursor and storage at 120 oC (Figure  8.2, step 2). 
In this step TiOx crystallites are formed through hydrolysis of the TTIP-
precursor followed by water and alkoxide condensation reactions.  
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Figure  8.2:  Reaction steps during sol-gel spin-casting preparation TiO2. 

Meso-porous TiO2: Meso-porous layers of TiO2 on glass or FTO-glass sub-
strates were prepared by doctor-blading or spin-casting a paste of TiO2 nano-
particles (Dyesol, DSC 18NR-T). To achieve thinner layer thicknesses the 
paste was diluted with -terpeneol and iso-propanol. The samples were sin-
tered using a standard sintering procedure (180 oC, 10min; 320oC, 10 min; 
390 oC, 10min; 500 oC, 30 min) on a PZ 28-3TD hotplate with a program-
mable temperature controller (Harry Gerstigkeit GmbH). 
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Meso-porous ZrO2: Similar to TiO2, meso-porous films of ZiO2 can be 
prepared. While having similar morphological properties and surface chem-
istry, the conduction band of ZrO2 is ~ 1eV higher compared to the TiO2 
conduction band. For the ZrO2 films used in this work a dispersion of ZrO2 
nanoparticles, prepared by Leif Häggmann according to a recipe from Brian 
O’Regan,229 was used. Meso-porous ZrO2 films where prepared by spin-
casting and sintering procedure analogously to the titania films.  
 
Sensitization with ID: Dyes containing anchoring groups were left to 
chemisorb to the TiO2 substrates from EtOH solution (c between 0.1 mM 
and 0.5 mM) for up to 12 hours.  
 
Co-adsorber: For some sensitizing dyes employed in DSC it was found 
crucial to employ co-adsorbers. The co-adsorber cheno-deoxycholic acid 
(short: cDCA, Fluka) was added to the dye-bath of squaraine sensitizers (SQ 
and SQ02) to avoid aggregation. 
 
HTD spin-casting: The HTD’s were dissolved in dicholoromethane (DCM), 
chlorobenzene (CBz) or tetrahydrofurane (THF) and deposited by spin-
casting. The solubility limit was usually around 20 mM (lower for TP-TPA). 
Thinner layers were deposited by diluting the solution. The spin-casting 
speed influences the thickness of the deposited layer. Deposition was usually 
carried out at 4000 rpm by dropping the HTD-solution onto the spinning 
substrates.  
 
Back contact: The back contact of solar cell devices was established using a 
spin-cast layer of PEDOT:PSS (aqueous dispersion, Aldrich). Solvent resi-
dues were removed in vacuum (2.5 10-5 mbar). A square hole (punch, Fisher, 
0.19 cm2) or round hole (one-hole punch, 0.24 cm2) was punched out of a 
piece of double-sided tape (Stokvistapes, Clas Olsons), mounted onto the 
sample and filled with graphite powder (Aldrich). Electric contact was estab-
lished by pressing a second FTO-glass substrate against the graphite-filled 
tape. Silver paint was applied to establish contact points to the solar cell 
device. 
 
Solar cell samples: The schematic picture below summarizes the prepara-
tion steps involved in the manufacturing of the solar cell samples investi-
gated herein. Steps indicated with dotted arrows were optional. In paper I, 
III & IV samples were prepared directly onto the dense TiO2 substrates. 
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Figure  8.3: Preparation route for solar cell samples 

8.2 Characterization methods 

8.2.1 Microscopic & Profilometric methods  
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM): SEM-images were acquired on a 
Zeiss Leo1550 SEM situated in the clean-room facility of the Ångström 
laboratory at Uppsala University. For cross-section measurements the sam-
ples were scribed with a diamond-tip from the glass-side and cracked prior 
to SEM-imaging in a 90o sample holder. To some extend the infiltration of 
organic material into a porous inorganic material can be investigated in this 
manner. 
 
Atomic force microscopy (AFM): AFM measurements were carried out 
using a NanoScope III AFM situated in the Physics department at the Ång-
ström Laboratory, Uppsala University together with Francesca Spadavec-
chia. The images were analyzed using the Nanotec WScM 5.0 software.216  
 
Profilometry: In profilometric methods a cantilever is scanned across the 
surface of a sample registering height differences. The Sloan DekTak pro-
filometer in the Hagfeldt group at Uppsala University is adequate to measure 
the height of meso-porous TiO2 films above a thickness of 500 nm. Better 
sensitivity can be achieved on the DekTak 150 step-profilometer situated at 
KTH, Stockholm.  

8.2.2 UV-vis, IR & Photoluminescence spectroscopy  
UV-visible (UV-vis) spectroscopy was carried out on an Ocean Optics 
HR2000 fiberoptic spectrometer which measures the whole sample spectrum 
at once. Samples can be measured either in a horizontal or vertical setup.  
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Alternatively, UV-Vis spectra were measured using a Cary 5000 spec-
trometer. The spectral resolution of this instrument is considerable higher. 
This instrument can be equipped with an integrating sphere to measure the 
diffuse reflectance R and transmission T which is important for scattering 
samples such as meso-porous TiO2 films and bulk dye layers. Scattered light 
is re-reflected inside the integrating sphere until detected, illustrated in 
Figure  8.4. For solid samples the absorbance was calculated using: 
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Figure  8.4 (left) Influence of reflection and transmission on optical meas-
urements performed on solid samples. (right) Measuring sample transmit-
tance and reflectance with an integrating sphere. Adapted from ref. 171 

Infrared (IR) spectroscopy: FT-IR spectra were recorded using a Nicolet 
Avatar 370 DTGS IR-spectrometer equipped with a Smart MIRacleTM acces-
sory. This equipment is particularly suitable to measure on solid samples.  
As certain functional groups can have distinct IR signals this method is a 
valuable tool for structural identification of chemical compounds. IR spectra 
are commonly recorded in wavenumbers  (= 1/ ).  
 
Steady-state photoluminescence (PL): These measurements were carried 
out on a Fluorolog Jobin Yvon spectro-fluorometer in the Chemical Physics 
group, Uppsala University. This setup is equipped with two detectors per-
pendicular to the direction of sample excitation. Solid samples were meas-
ured at a 30 – 60 o angle with respect to the excitation beam (RA-mode) or at 
a 0 – 20o angle using the front-face mode of the Fluorolog.  

8.2.3 Electrochemical methods 
All electrochemical measurements presented herein were carried out on a 
CH-Instruments 660 potentiostat. Measurements were either performed on 
compounds in solution, adsorbed to meso-porous TiO2 electrodes on con-
ducting FTO-substrates (ID characterization) or spin-cast dye layers on 
FTO-substrates (HTD characterization. Ferrocene was used as an internal 
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reference as this compound has a relatively constant redox potential of 0.63 
V vs NHE under various experimental conditions.230 

Electrochemical measurements were carried out in MeCN or DCM solu-
tion containing a supporting electrolyte (TBAPF6). For measurements on 
films the ionic liquid 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethyl-
sulfonyl)-imide purchased from io-li-tec was used. The electrochemical 
setup consists of a working electrode (WE), counter electrode (CE, usually a 
Pt wire was used as CE) and a reference electrode (RE, usually quasi-
Ag/Ag+ RE or Ag/AgCl).  
 
Cyclic voltammetry (CV): is a convenient electrochemical method to de-
termine the oxidation and reduction potentials of chemical compounds. The 
voltage at the WE is swept linearly between a higher and lower set potential 
at a certain scan rate (V/sec) while the current is monitored. At potentials 
more positive (more negative) than the oxidation (reduction) potential of the 
analyte a negative (positive) current is detected at the WE due to the oxida-
tion (reduction) of the analyte in solution.  
 
Differential pulse voltammetry (DPV): In this method a voltage pulse with 
the width V, superimposed on a staircase voltammogram, is applied to the 
electrochemical. The current is measured both right before and towards the 
end of the voltage pulse which avoids the effect of charging currents. Plot-
ting the difference in current as a function of applied potential, oxidation 
(reduction) potentials are derived from the peaks at Vp + V/2.231 
 
Mott-Schottky: The capacitance at a semiconductor – liquid or semiconduc-
tor-metal junction the junction capacitance in dependency of the applied 
potential Va is derived from the junction impedance. For a non-reactive cir-
cuit the capacitance C can be calculated from the imaginary part Z’’ of the 
impedance at high frequency .196 
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C

Z''
    (8.2) 

From the plot of C-2 vs Va (eq 4.4) the flat-band potential Vfb and doping 
density ND of the semiconductor can be determined from the x-intercept and 
slope, respectively.  

8.2.4 Transient absorption spectroscopy 
Spectro-electrochemistry combines spectroscopic methods such as UV-Vis 
spectroscopy with electrochemical methods. This method is a valuable aid 
for the interpretation of transient absorption spectroscopy data. This method 
was utilized to acquire the UV-visible spectra of oxidized or reduced species 
which are transiently generated during electron transfer reactions. The UV-
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Vis-spectra are recorded during or after an electrochemical potential scan or 
step to oxidation or reduction potentials of the compound of interest.  

 
Photo-induced absorption (PIA) measurements were carried out in an ex-
perimental setup comprising a 20 W tungsten-halogen lamp as probe-light 
and a frequency modulated pump-light source. The latter was either a blue 
LED (Luxeon Star, max 460 nm), a green laser (Lasermate GML 532-
100FLE, max 532 nm) or a red laser (Coherent Model #31-1050, max 635 
nm) modulated by a HP 33120A function generator. Transmitted light was 
analyzed by a monochromator (Acton Research Corporation SP-150) in 
combination with a silicon photodiode. For a more detailed description of 
the PIA setup see the thesis of Ute Cappel.200 
 
Nanosecond transient absorption spectroscopy (ns-TAS) was carried out 
on a LP920 laser flash photolysis spectrometer from Edinburgh instruments. 
A frequency tripled Nd:YAG laser (Continuum Surelight II) in combination 
with an OPO (Continuum Surelight) was used to generate laser pump-light 
pulses of tunable monochromatic wavelength. A Xe arc-lamp was used as 
probe light and spectrally resolved measurements were recorded by using a 
CCD-camera. The time evolution of the signals at a particular wavelength 
was recorded using a photomultiplier tube (PMT). 

8.2.5 Photoelectron Spectroscopy 
In photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) samples are ionized by high-energy 
radiation with a known energy h . From the kinetic energy (Ekin) of the 
emitted electrons and the work function of the material , the binding energy 
EB of the detected electrons can be determined.  

B kinE h E     (8.3) 

Information about the chemical composition of a sample and the chemical 
and electronic states of the elements composing the sample can be acquired. 
All PES measurements presented in this work were carried out by Erik 
Johansson. For the measurements either the X-ray photoelectron 
spectrometer (XPS) at the physics department at Uppsala University and the 
experimental endstation at BeamLine I411 at the Synchrotron facility MAX-
lab in Lund, Sweden were used.232, 233 
 

8.2.6 Solar cell device characterization 
Current density – voltage (J-V) measurements were carried out under 
simulated AM1.5 solar irradiation (Newport solar simulator model 91160) 
calibrated (e.g. to 1000 Wm-2) with a silicon diode as a reference. A com-
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puter-controlled source meter (Keithley 2400) was used for the measure-
ments.  
 
External quantum efficiency (EQE) measurements were carried out using 
a xenon lamp (ASB-XE-175) as light source in combination with a com-
puter-controlled monochromator (AB301-T). For devices with relatively low 
current outputs EQE measurements wer carried out measuring the voltage 
drop over a resistor with a Keithley multimeter (Model 2700). For higher 
current outputs measurements could be carried out using a potentiostat (PAR 
273).  

The external quantum efficiency EQE (a. k. a. incident photon to current 
conversion efficiency, IPCE) can be calculated from the current density J, 
generated by a solar cell under monochromatic irradiation Pspec: 

1240SC SC SC

spec spec spec

J ( ) h c J ( ) J ( )
EQE( )

( ) e P ( ) P ( )
  (8.4) 

 
Photovoltage decay: In an illuminated solar cell under equilibrium open-
circuit conditions, charge carrier separation rate at the hetero interface equals 
the recombination rate. When switching off the illumination source a new 
equilibrium will be established through the recombination of charge carriers. 
This process can be monitored following the decay of the open circuit volt-
age (VOC). This method is integrated in the “toolbox” experimental setup in 
which software-controlled white LED and a DAQ multimeter are coupled to 
allow for various different measurements being performed in the same ex-
perimental setup.  
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Sammanfattning på svenska 

 
Figur 1: Solenergi driver den naturliga fotosyntesen och kan 
omvandlas till ström med hjälp av slceller. 

Utan solen… 
... skulle vår planet vara ett kallt och obeboligt ställe. Livet skulle helt enkelt 
aldrig ha utvecklats utan denna motor som har försörjt vår planet med energi 
sen första början. Bland annat driver solens kraft fotosyntesen som är en 
process som har pågått i mer än tre miljarder år.  

I fotosyntesen omvandlas vatten (H2O) och koldioxid (CO2) från luften 
till syre (O2) och de kol-väte-molekyler som bygger upp själva växterna. 
Under fotosyntesprocessen bildas de ämnen som lägger grunden till vår när-
ing, bland annat kolhydrater, proteiner, fetter, vitaminer och syrgas. Under 
de miljarder år där fotosyntes har pågått har vissa av växterna efter deras död 
hamnat under betingelser där de omvandlats till fossila bränslen.  

Dessa använder vi oss av idag för att driva våra bilar, värma våra hus med 
och tillverka t.ex. plast. De senaste åren har man dock blivit medveten om att 
den ökade emissionen av CO2, som frisläpps genom uppbränning av fossila 
bränslen, påverkar jordens klimat. Dessutom kommer det inte att finnas fossi-
la bränslen i all evighet och vi måste komma på andra sätt att täcka mänsklig-
hetens energi-konsumption.  

Solceller… 
...omvandlar solljus direkt till elektricitet och är därför en mycket intressant 
teknologi för att omvandla solens energi. Det pågår därför mycket forskning 
och industriell tillverkning av solceller världen runt. I nuläget finns det 
många olika solcellsteknologier. De vanligaste solcellerna är baserade på 
kisel men det finns också många andra slags. Vid Uppsala universitet finns 
det till exempel två forskningsaktiviteter kring solceller. På fasta tillstånds 
fysik forskar man på så kallade CIGS solceller.  
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Figur 2: Färgämnes sensitiserade solceller kan lätt byggas själv.         
Här visas infärgning av porös titanoxid med hibiskus-te och spän-
ningsmätning på färdiga solceller. Materialet som visas ingår i skol-
cells-lådorna‡ som man kan bygga solceller med på skol-laborationer 

 
På fysikalisk kemi och fysik forskar man på färgämnes-sensitiserade solcel-
ler. Färgämnes-sensitiserade solceller består av ledande glas, nanostrukture-
rad titandioxid, ett färgämne som sätts fast på ytan och en elektrolytvätska.  

Först tillverkas det ett lager av nanoporös titandioxid på det ledande gla-
set. Någonting som är ”nano” har dimensioner på en längdskala som bara är 
några miljaonstel delar av en millimeter – det är alltså väldigt små dimensio-
ner vi pratar om och man kan inte ser dem med det blotta ögat. Med hjälp av 
ett elektronmikroskop kan man dock zooma in tills man kan se de pyttesmå 
partiklar och porer som det porösa titandioxidlagret består av. Detta visas i 
Figur 3 på högre sidan.  

      
Figur 3: Färgämnes-sensitiserade solceller består av ett färgämne, ke-
miskt bunden till porös titandioxid (elektron-mikroskop bild till höger). 
De exciterade färgämnerna injicerar elektroner in i titandioxiden och 
behöver sedan regeneras av t.ex. en elektrolyt vätska. 

                                                 
‡ http://www.teknat.uu.se/ViewPage.action?siteNodeId=35884&languageId=3&contentId=-1 
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I dessa solceller är det färgämnen som fångar in solljus. Färgämnen exciteras 
och släpper sedan elektroner till det nano-porösa titandioxidlagret. Man kan 
använda ganska så vardagliga ämnen som t.ex. blåbär eller rödvin för att 
färga in solcellerna. Efter att färgämnet har släppt en elektron (en minus-
laddning) till titandioxiden blir den plus-laddad själv och behöver få tillbaka 
en elektron för att neutraliseras.  

För detta använder man oftast en elektrolyt (en vätska som innehåller jo-
ner – som i ett bilbatteri) men det görs ansträngningar att ersätta vätskan med 
ett fast ämne och man kalla dessa solceller sedan för fasta tillstånds färgäm-
nes-sensitiserade solceller.91 

 

Excitoniska färgämnes solceller… 
... har varit mitt forskningsprojekt under mina doktorandstudier. Syfet 

med projektet var att hitta ledande färgämnen som man skulle kunna använ-
da som ett tjockt färgämneslager i stället för ett tunnt monolager på titandi-
oxid. På detta vis blir solcellerna lite lika organiska solceller där ljuset ab-
sorberas i ett tjockt färgämneslager och skapar så kallade excitoner. Dessa 
excitoner måste sedan flytta på sig mot gränsytan till titanoxiden för att där 
kunna bryta upp dessa exciterade tillstånd till fria laddningsbärare (elektro-
ner och hål). Elektronerna rör sig sedan genom titanoxiden medan hålen 
måste kunna röra sig genom färgämneslagret. Till en början kan man alltså 
fånga in mer ljus eftersom man har ett tjockt färgämneslager men solcellerna 
blir sedan begränsade av att excitonerna inte kan röra sig hur långt som helst 
genom materialet. Den längden en exciton kan förflytta sig – excitondiffu-
sionslängden (LXD) – är en av de parametrar som jag har studerat. Sedan har 
jag också studerat ett system där man använder både ett färgämne vid titan-
oxidgränsytan och ett ledande fastfärgämne i ett tjockt lager. Eftersom två 
olika färgämnen används i dessa solceller absorberas ljus i olika områden av 
solspektrat absorberas. I dessa solceller kan det tjocka färgämneslagret fånga 
in solljus och sedan föra över denna energi till färgämnet vid titandioxidytan. 
På det viset är solcellerna jag har forskat på mycket lika de ljus-infångande 
antenner som fotosyntetiska organismer använder sig av för att fånga solljus 
(Figur 1.2 i avhandlingen).  
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